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Abstract 

Woven compression bandage (WCB) is one of elastic textiles that exert pressure on 

muscles. With a defined tensile strength, it is possible to create the required compression on 

the given body parts. The proposed study aims to investigate the relationship between woven 

fabric deformation, porosity, and tensile stress properties of three main types of woven 

compression bandages. All bandage samples are applied on human leg using two and three 

layers bandaging techniques. The study investigated the commercial yarns available in the 

bandage market in addition to yarns spun at a wider range of ply twist. Moreover, the study 

analysed the influence of yarn material and bandaging techniques on corresponding pressure 

at the ankle and mid-calf positions. Results revealed that the optimum twist for plied yarn 

should be (1800 – 2200 turns per meter) to produce highly extensible WCB.  

Another part of the dissertation was a modification of the structure and construction of 

a WCB made of 100% cotton, where the bandage includes an integrated tension sensor, which 

causes a colour change of the bandage during its deformation. The solution is sensors in the 

bandage in the form of threads with a colour different from the other structure of the bandage, 

which become visible due to deformation / stress in the bandage. Implementation is possible 

by applying weft threads with different colours through the weft insertion during weaving. 

The measured pressure using PicoPress was compared with theoretical compression 

calculated by Laplace’s law and Al-Khaburi’s equations. The bandage porosity is calculated 

for all frames at different weave angles using NIS elements software. Woven bandage 

construction parameters which are given by the warp and weft yarns preparation, twist, count, 

and density along with woven fabric weave, type of weaving and finishing process are the main 

factors influence the bandage properties. Experimental results confirm that bandage porosity is 

directly proportional to the bandage extension and weave angle that ranges from 44º to 90º. 

The novelty of candidate study is to introduce practical remarks to the patient for optimizing 

the required bandage pressure by suitable extension or applied tension or weave angle for two 

and three layers bandaging systems.  

Thermal resistance (Rct) and water vapour resistance (Ret) are evaluated for four types 

of WCB, then compared with thermal foot model (TFM). Flexor Carpi (FC), Soleus (SO), and 

Medial Gastrocnemius (MG) muscles are selected to represent the wrist, ankle, and mid-calf 

muscles respectively, which are then evaluated by EMG electrical voltage test with and without 
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wearing WCB. Using WCB significantly decreased the muscle’s activation and was associated 

with higher median frequency for both SO and MG muscles during the tested activities. 

Keywords: 

Plied warp yarns; twist level; woven bandage elasticity; short-stretch woven bandages; 

PicoPress compression; Laplace’s equation; Thermal resistance; Muscle’s activation. 

 
Anotace 

Tkané kompresní obinadla jsou jednou z možností pružných textilií, které vyvíjejí při 

aplikaci tlak na svaly. Při aplikaci obinadla, při definované pevnosti v tahu, je možné vytvořit 

požadovanou kompresi na danou část těla. Jedna z navrhovaných studií si klade za cíl zkoumat 

vztah mezi deformací tkaného obinadla, pórovitostí a vlastnostmi namáhání v tahu u tří 

hlavních typů kompresních obinadel. Všechny vzorky obinadel se aplikují na lidskou nohu 

pomocí dvou a třívrstvých technik bandáže. V rámci realizace disertační práce studie byla 

zaměřená na zkoumání mechanických vlastností komerční 100% bavlněné příze dostupné na 

trhu pro výrobu kompresního obinadla a experimentálně navržená sada přízí spřádaných v 

širším rozsahu zákrutu pro možnou výrobu kompresních 100% bavlněných obinadel. Studie 

navíc analyzovala vliv konstrukce příze versus bandážovací technika na odpovídající tlak v 

poloze kotníku a lýtka. Výsledky odhalily, že optimální zákrut pro přízi by mohl být (1800 - 

2200 Z/m), aby se vytvořil WCB.  

Další části disertační práce byla modifikace struktury a konstrukce kompresního 

tkaného obinadla ze 100% bavlny, kde součástí obvazu je integrovaný senzor napětí, které 

způsobí barevnou změnu obvazu při jeho deformaci. Řešením jsou senzory v obinadle 

v podobě nití s barevností odlišnou od ostatní struktury obinadla, které se stanou viditelnými 

vlivem deformace/napětí v obinadla. Realizace je možná aplikací útkových nití s odlišnou 

barevností barevným házením během tkaní. 

Naměřený tlak pomocí PicoPress byl porovnán s teoretickou kompresí vypočítanou 

Laplaceovým zákonem a Al-Khaburiho rovnicemi. Porozita obinadla se následně přepočítá ze 

snímaného obrazu pro všechny snímky využitím softwaru NIS elements. Hlavní parametry 

ovlivňující vlastnosti obinadla jsou konstrukční parametry: a) dostavou osnovních a útkových 

nití, zákrutem osnovních a útkových nití, materiálovým složením nití obinadla a vazbou 

tkaného obinadla, typem tkaní a dokončovacím procesem. Experimentální výsledky potvrzují, 
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že pórovitost obinadla je přímo úměrná prodloužení obvazu a úhlu deformace nití v provázání 

nití, který se pohybuje od 44 ° do 90 °. Modifikaci konstrukce kompresního obinadla, vložením 

barevných vzorů a nití v obinadle, lze použít také k jednoznačné identifikaci, zda tento obvaz 

je vhodný například pro vysoký či nízký stupeň komprese. Zabrání se omylům při aplikaci. 

Poslední části práce je zhodnocení chování obinadel z pohledu tepelného odporu, kde 

tepelný odpor (Rct) a odpor vodních par (Ret) se hodnotí pro všechny typy WCB s následným 

porovnáním s modelem tepelné nohy (TFM). Pro reprezentaci svalů zápěstí, kotníku a 

středního lýtka jsou vybrány svaly Flexor Carpi (FC), Soleus (SO) a Medial Gastrocnemius 

(MG), které jsou poté hodnoceny testem elektrického napětí EMG s nebo bez nošení WCB. 

Použití WCB významně snížilo aktivaci svalu a bylo spojeno s vyšší střední frekvencí pro svaly 

SO i MG během testovaní. 

Klíčová slova: 

Dvojmo skaná příze; úroveň zákrutu; tkané obinadlo; obinadlo s krátkým tahem; 

PicoPress komprese; Laplacova rovnice; tepelný odpor; svalová aktivace. 
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 Chapter 1: Overview of the Current State of the Problem 

Compression bandage (CB) is considered one of the widespread applications of the 

medical textiles for leg ulcers or athletic performance. There are two main categories of these 

medical components, namely, knitted and woven compression bandages (WCBs). The knitted 

CB is usually in tubular form, but it is practically different than the compression socks 

(hosiery). Whereas the WCBs have vast variety of types and techniques. Compression 

bandaging remains a key interference in the management of venous and lymphatic diseases. 

This apparently simple intervention depends on the optimum selection and practical application 

of four complex central properties of compression bandages, namely, applied pressure, number 

of layers, components, and elastic properties [1].  

Venous ulceration is the most common type of leg ulcers and a significant clinical 

problem. Chronic leg ulcers affect approximately 1% of the population and 3% of people over 

65 years of age in the developed countries. The majority of leg ulcers are due to venous diseases 

[2-4]. Compression therapy by medical compression bandage can be achieved using short- or 

medium- or long-stretch techniques at maximum stretch ranges (<70%) or (70-140%) or 

(>140%) respectively [5, 6]. Short-stretch CB such as 100% Cotton and two-component 

compression system are mainly used for venous leg ulcers and oedema. With a short-stretch 

CB, the muscle contraction causes an intermittent narrowing of the veins, a reduction of venous 

reflux, and thus an improvement in the venous pump function when the patient is walking. 

Long-stretch CB is suitable for uncomplicated varicose veins or athletic performance, such 

cases require medium pressure (30-40 mmHg) [5]. In order to design effective compression 

bandages, researchers have attempted to describe the interface pressure applied by these 

bandages using mathematical models [7-10]. Few studies have been focused on the 

optimization and best combinations of CBs for venous leg ulcers, oedema healing, and 

prevention of recurrence. Most of patients depend on specialist practitioners or traditional 

experience. 

1.1 Compression bandages 

Compression bandages (CBs) consist of elastic textile that exerts pressure on muscles. 

It can be produced as woven or knitted CBs (tubular shape) but it is applied in folded form not 

simulating the compression socks, as illustrated in Figure 1.1   [11, 12]. These medical elastic 

structures can improve athletic performance and reduce sports injury, which exert compression 

and pressure on muscles to relieve muscle stiffness and fatigue during sports or other activities 
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[13-16]. In clinical practice, bandages are applied in the form of overlapping layers which 

results in multiple layers of fabric that overlay a particular point of the surface of the limb [17]. 

For example, CB applied with spiral 50%  overlap  technique will overlay the leg with two 

layers of bandage, CB applied with 66% overlap will result in three layers of bandage and CB 

applied with the figure-of-eight technique with 50% overlap will result in four layers of 

bandage as shown in Figure 1.2  [17], [9]. One of the most demanded applications of CBs is 

the compression therapy which could limit the flow of diseased surface veins, increases the 

flow through deeper veins, and reduces swelling. Compression might correct or at least 

improve the venous hypertension, mainly owing to an improvement of the venous pump and 

lymphatic drainage [18]. 

 
 

  
Knitted bandage (tubular shape) Compression socks 

Figure 1.1. Knitted compression bandage and socks [19] 

   
50% overlap 66% overlap Shape of 8 

Figure 1.2. Three major techniques of woven compression bandages [20] 

There was an international consensus meeting [2] recommended that the sub-bandage 

pressure ranges reported for bandages that are intended to apply mild, moderate, and strong 

compression are clearly higher than the ranges given in BS 7505, as illustrated in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Current sub-bandage pressure ranges (mmHg) in the British Standard (BS 7505) [21] and 

recommended recalibration to match in vivo pressure measurements 

BS 7505, Compression Bandages Recommendation 

< 20      (light) < 20        (mild) 

21 – 30 (medium) 20 –< 40 (medium) 

31 – 40 (high) 40 –< 60 (strong) 
41 – 60 (extra high) ≥ 60        (very strong) 

The British Standard BS7505 differentiates between three major groups of compression 

material (conforming stretch bandages, light support bandages, and compression bandages). It 

is a misconception to assign different brands of bandages to one of these three groups, because 

the pressure exerted by the final bandage will mainly depend on the tension during application 

rather than the material used. Multilayer bandages could be formed by more than two layers of 

a single material or, in the case of the so‐called four‐layer bandaging systems, by multiple 

layers of different bandage materials [1]. 

1.2 Long and short-stretch compression bandages 

Long-stretch bandage (LSB) can be defined as ‘an elastic CB that contains elastic 

filament (rubber, Lycra, or elastane) which allows the bandage to stretch more than 120% of 

its original length’; it can be applied smoothly and conformed according to the contour of the 

human leg. According to the level of compression applied by the LSB, it might be essential to 

take it off at night because the resting (static) pressure when sleeping is annoying. Short-stretch 

(SSB) are ‘elastic CB, however, is composed of cotton yarns, but usually it’s highly twisted 

yarns (1200 to 2300 turns/m) [22], these yarns are interwoven to enable the bandage’s original 

length to be extended by almost 60 to 70% during application’. The main advantage of these 

short-stretch CBs is that they achieve high working pressure that is necessary for lymphatic 

drainage as well as venous flow [23-27]. 

1.3 Production methods and structures of woven compression bandages 

There are three methods for producing compression bandages to achieve the optimum 

stretch and elasticity; first method is using highly twisted warp yarns. The optimum elastic 

recovery of this WCB can be achieved by adjusting the hot water treatment without tension 

(such as 100% cotton) [28]. The obtained bandage by this type is usually SSB, see Figure 1.3. 

The second method is using elastomeric filament (elastane or rubber) with Viscose or 

Polyamide to produce LSB, as illustrated in Figure 1.4 [29]. The third method is using two 

polymeric yarns which have different melting point by steaming and heat setting. The optimum 
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elastic recovery of WCB can be achieved by adjusting the main structural parameters of both 

warp yarns and fabric construction. These warp yarns’ parameters are the linear density, twist 

level, and modulus of elasticity (E). Besides the fabric construction parameters are the yarns 

(warp and weft) linear density, crimp ratio (as a function of yarns’ set), and packing density (as 

a function of weight per unit area (g/m2) and fabric thickness).  

  
Without extension At 50% extension 

Figure 1.3. Woven bandage structure based on plain weave, without elastane 

 
Figure 1.4. Woven bandage structures, based on plain weave and elastane [29] 
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The optimum elasticity of LSB is mainly dependent on the linear density of elastane 

filament as well as the yarns and bandage structure to achieve the required bandage tension 

which is responsible for the sub-bandage pressure, see Figure 1.4. 

1.4 Relationship between yarn parameters, weaving settings, and fabric 

strength 

Smith concluded that yarns of lower twist had lower strength due to fibre slippage, 

moreover yarns of very high twist had lower strength because of increased fibre obliquity to 

the yarn axis. So that it necessary to adopt the optimum twist level for single and plied yarn to 

decrease the fibres slippage by tightening the yarn structure [30]. 

The higher yarn twist affects the fabric strength in two ways, firstly by increasing the 

yarn strength. Secondly it decreases the binding effect of fabric structure by increasing the yarn 

compactness [31]. Similarly Essam concluded that although a higher degree of twist lead to a 

higher strength in the yarn for a range of twist multipliers 3 to 5, however, this is not realized 

in the same proportion in the fabric strength. Increasing the yarn twist beyond the twist 

multiplier of 4.33 does not increase the fabric strength, particularly with close woven fabrics 

[32]. Likewise, Chattopadhyay concluded that higher yarn twist could increase strength up to 

a certain extent and beyond that it failed [33]. 

According to Taylor, the fabric strength was increased with the increase in warp and 

weft linear density by improving the fibre binding relative to the yarn strength [34]. Seo et al 

concluded that a dense fabric showed high strength since the yarn failure was initiated at the 

bending point where the highest local strain occurred [35]. Essam reported that strength of 

fabric increased with the increase of fabric settings (warp and weft densities) but after certain 

limits this increase did not yield a corresponding increase of strength [32]. 

1.5 Compression therapy of venous leg ulcers 

Due to the lower blood pressure in the venous system compared to the arterial system, 

the walls of the veins are thinner than the companion arteries and they have larger diameters. 

Thin walls enable veins to have a large capacity for expansion; moreover the large diameter 

explains why veins store about 60% to 75% of the blood. The valves are cusps and attached by 

their convex edges to the venous wall. Their concave margins are directed with the flow and 

lie against the wall as long as the flow is towards the heart. When blood flow reverses, the 

valves close [36], [37]. The venous network in the lower limb is divided to three systems that 
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work together to return blood to the heart. These systems are: the superficial veins, the deep 

veins and the perforator veins. There are three major deep veins below the knee: the anterior 

tibia vein, posterior tibia vein and peroneal vein [38]. The venous blood flow of lower extremity 

consists of 3 components: the superficial, communicating, and deep veins. The superficial 

venous system is connected to the deep venous system through smaller communicating or 

perforator veins. The deep veins are categorized as either intramuscular or intermuscular. These 

three venous systems are equipped with one-way bicuspid valves which open only toward the 

deep system, allowing blood to flow in a cephalad direction to prevent reflux. Blood is 

transferred through the leg toward the heart primarily by the pumping action of the leg muscles 

[39], [40]. 

Five types of compression therapy in venous leg ulcers (intermittent pneumatic, 

stockings, multi-layer, two layer short-stretch bandages, and Unna boots) were compared. The 

comparison included analysis of changes of the total ulcer surface area, volume, and linear 

dimensions inside observed groups, and ulcer healing rates. After two months the highest 

healing rates were in the intermittent pneumatic compression 57.14%, stocking 56.66%, and 

multi-layer short-stretch bandage 58.62%. Significantly much worse rate was in two layer 

short-stretch bandages 16.66%, and Unna boots 20% [41]. 

1.6 Thermal comfort properties of woven fabrics 

Human thermal comfort is defined as ‘a condition of mind that expresses satisfaction 

with the surrounding environment’. High temperatures and humidity provide discomfort 

feeling and sometimes heat stress. Moreover, discomfort and heat stress reduce the productivity 

of labours and might lead to more serious health troubles, especially for elder people [42]. 

Medical CBs are designed to meet both the safety and the comfort of human beings, especially 

patients. The thermal resistance of fabrics is a primary determinant of body heat loss in cold 

environments. Generally, high thermal resistance values of the clothing are required to 

maintain the body under thermal equilibrium conditions. In hot environments or at high activity 

levels, evaporation of sweat becomes an important avenue of body heat loss and fabrics must 

allow water vapour to escape on time to maintain the relative humidity between the skin and 

the first layer of clothing about 50% [42-45]. 

 Effect of pressure on heat transfer through multilayer fabrics 

Compression bandages are often applied under a defined range of pressure, which is a 
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significant factor in determining the heat transfer properties of multilayer fabrics. O’Callaghan 

and Probert [56] tested the thermal resistance of one to eight layers of woven cotton, polyester, 

and nylon fabrics under various mechanical loads and indicated that the thermal resistance of 

fabric assemblies reduced with an increase in applied loading and that these loses were 

relatively low as compared with the changes resulting from varying the thickness. 

Karunamoorthy and Das [57] developed a modified version of the guarded hot plate apparatus 

and measured the thermal resistance and conductivity of 20 different multilayer needle-

punched nonwoven fabric assemblies under three levels of compression load (700, 1400, and 

2100 Pa). The test results showed that the thermal conductivity of fabric assemblies was greater 

at the higher compression load due to a decrease in the volume of entrapped air. 

 Effect of trapped air on thermal resistance of multilayer fabrics 

When people wear multilayer clothing ensembles under cold weather conditions or in 

hot environments, air spaces (air layer) are present between the skin and the inner layer or 

between two adjacent layers. These air spaces play a vital role in determining thermal 

properties of clothing. The thermal resistance of multilayer fabrics with air layers increased 

generally as the thickness of the air spaces increased up to a critical point. When the air layer 

thickness increased further above this point, the rate of increase in thermal resistance was slow 

owing to disturbance of convection and turbulence. This critical thickness was observed to be 

variable in different studies. Thus, including air spaces that are close to real life is an effective 

way to enhance thermal resistance of multilayer fabrics. More insulation per additional layer 

was obtained, when fabrics were assembled, a thin layer of air was enclosed between the layers, 

especially for fabrics with rough or irregular surfaces. Moreover, more insulation per additional 

layer could be ascribed to the fact that air spaces were between two layers, resulting in greater 

thermal resistance than the sum of single layers [48]. 

1.7 Detection and analysis of muscles’ activation 

Electromyography (EMG) is ‘the subject which deals with the detection, analysis, and 

utilization of electrical signals emanating from skeletal muscles’. The electric signal produced 

during muscle activation, known as the myoelectric signal, is produced from small electrical 

currents generated by the exchange of ions across the muscle membranes and detected with the 

help of electrodes [49]. EMG aims to measure the muscle’s activation level and provide 

estimation for exercise intensity of selected muscles during activity. EMG signal can contribute 

to enhance the human body muscle’s function [50]. 
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Compression therapy limits the flow of diseased surface veins, increases the flow 

through deeper veins, and reduces swelling. Patients who are compliant with compression 

therapy have significantly improved ulcer healing rate and decreased rate of recurrence. 

Compression is thought to either correct or improve venous hypertension, mainly owing to an 

improvement of the venous pump and lymphatic drainage. Compression also improves the 

blood flow velocity through deep and superficial veins [18]. Most of research related to EMG 

test was performed on athletics or normal volunteers, rarely work was done on real patients. 

Moreover some studies were using only knitted CGs or socks. Based on literature review it is 

essential in candidate work to analyse the effect of WCBs on selected muscles of hand and 

lower leg. Then discuss the muscles’ behaviour of FC, SO and MG muscles while wearing 

WCB using surface electrodes by e-Motion electromyography wireless tester. 
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 Chapter 2: The Purpose and Aim of the Thesis 

The purpose of thesis is to study the structure and behaviour of short-stretch cotton 

woven compression bandages (WCBs). The aims of thesis is focused on main three parts: 

definition of structure of WCBs, modification of construction of WCBs as well as analysis of 

properties, and behaviour of WCBs. Based on definition of structure as well as behaviour of 

WCBs, it is possible to create better condition during application of bandage by patient, nurse, 

and athletic user. Based on modification of construction of WCBs, we are able to find a 

connection between structure and applied tension of bandage during static and dynamic 

applications. Moreover the motivation of this research is to investigate the optimum conditions 

for compression therapy using long- and short-stretch WCBs. The methodology is based on 

evaluating the elastic recovery of both types of bandages during uniaxial stress and cyclic 

loading-unloading to simulate the real activities of patient or athletic performance during 

resting and walking actions. The main topics of this thesis are: 

1) Analysis of input staple twisted cotton yarn for producing 100% cotton bandages 

1.1. Staple twisted (plied) cotton yarn versus mechanical properties. 

1.2. Modified surface of input threads to produce multifunctional WCBs. 

2) Analysis and modification of cotton woven bandage structure  

To achieve the required goals of the thesis, it was necessary to: 

2.1. Evaluate the structure of three basic types of WCBs showing the material, 

production as well as deformation viewpoint during the uniaxial stress. 

2.2. Study and modify the construction as well as the structure of woven cotton 

bandage:  The bandage includes an integrated tension sensor, which causes a 

change in the spacing of coloured threads during its deformation. The solution 

is sensors in the bandage in the form of a different colour pick from the other 

structure of the bandage. Different colour picks with regular distance become 

visible due to deformation / stress in the bandage. The production of this 

bandage it is possible by applying weft threads with different colours by fancy 

picking mechanism of weaving machine. The colour patterns and threads in the 

bandage can also be used to uniquely identify whether the bandage is suitable, 

for example, for a high or low degree of compression. Thanks to this sensor, it 
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is possible to accurately quantify the tensile force in the bandage, during its 

application and during the ongoing compression of living tissue. It is therefore 

both a matter of facilitating the application of the bandage and of checking the 

condition of the bandage after its application. Appropriate adjustment of the 

tensile force in the bandage will be beneficial for accelerating the healing 

processes. 

2.3. Introduce a new method to predict the corresponding bandage tension by 

measuring the bandage extension and porosity using digital camera attached to 

the tensile testing device. 

2.4. Compare the practical pressure measured by Picopress with theoretical 

compression forces calculated by a modified Laplace’s law equation. 

2.5. Evaluate the elastic recovery of WCBs during cyclic loading-unloading on the 

tensile testing device then compare these results with the bandage application 

on mannequin and human leg at different positions and activities. 

3) Evaluation of other individual properties of woven bandages 

3.1. Study the effect of compression bandages on lower leg muscles' performance 

using eMotion wireless EMG system. 

3.2. Discuss the factors affecting thermal comfort properties of WCBs, using the 

ALAMBETA and PERMETEST at different extension levels. Moreover 

compare the obtained results with the thermal foot manikin as a virtual 

simulation of the real bandaging system. 

3.3. Validate the experimental results of thermal resistance on ALAMBETA and 

thermal foot manikin with three mathematical models. 

2.1 Influence of fibre and yarn characteristics on mechanical properties of 

bandages 

There is a strong positive correlation between the cotton warp yarns ply twist and the 

required cotton bandage elasticity. This bandage elasticity can be defined as ‘the elastic 

recovery after extension or compression when it is subjected to repeated stresses and activities’. 

Moreover the yarn strength is a function of the fibres characteristics (mainly the fibre fineness, 
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cross-section, and tenacity) as well as the yarn parameters (i.e. twist coefficient, number of 

fibres in cross-section, and yarn evenness). 

 The mechanical behaviour of twisted short staple yarn structures 

The geometric arrangement of filaments (fibrils) in the structure of twisted fibre 

bundles can be described by a model of concentric helixes, the so-called ideally helical model, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [51], [52]. This model assumes the following: 

- The axes of all fibres have the shape of a helix with the same direction of rotation. 

- Helixes of all fibres have one common axis, which is a multifilament yarn axis. 

- The height of one coil of each helix is the same. 

- The packing density is the same at all places inside the multifilament yarn. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1. A peripheral fibre in helical model of multifilament yarn of diameter D [53],  

a) One coil of a helical fibre on yarn surface and b) Unrolled yarn surface 

Mertová, et al. [33] considered that peripheral fibres have the shape of a helix with an 

angle of fibre slope to the multifilament yarn axis βD and the height of one fibre coil is 1/Z. 

The surface of multifilament yarn forms a triangle. According to Figure 1.5 they obtained 

equation (1.1): 

          tan𝛽𝛽𝐷𝐷 =  𝜋𝜋 𝐷𝐷 𝑍𝑍 =  2√𝜋𝜋∝
�𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

                                                              (1.1) 

Where 𝛽𝛽𝐷𝐷 denotes the slope angle of peripheral fibre to the linear axis of the twisted 

fibre bundle (the angle of peripheral fibre), D is the diameter of cylindrical helix of peripheral 

fibres axis, Z is the number of twists per unit length of the twisted fibre bundle, α is Koechlin’s 
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twist coefficient, ρ is the fibre density, and μ is the packing density of fibre bundle. The 

relationship between twist (Z) and fineness (T) of the twisted fibre bundle was derived by 

Koechlin, see equation (1.2): 

                                𝒁𝒁 =  ∝
√𝑻𝑻

                                                                          (1.2) 

They confirmed that increasing the twist level has increased the angle of peripheral 

fibres (βD) and the angle between the axis of fibre on the surface and the line parallel to the 

yarn axis (β´) increased as well. There was shortening (twist take-up) of the multifilament yarn 

because of twisting. It was associated with an increase in yarn count value which was expressed 

by the substance cross-sectional area of multifilament yarn [54]. 

Despite wide application of short staple yarns, the twist reinforcing or strength 

generating mechanism as a fundamental structure assembling means for the materials has not 

been clearly understood. There is no general theory that can be used to explain the mechanics 

of such structures. The problems in understanding the structural mechanics of staple yarns are 

primarily caused by two factors as indicated, for example, by Goswami [55], that is, the 

discontinuities in fibre length and the slippage of fibres during yarn extension. Factors such as 

twist and fibre migration (i.e., variation in radial position in a yarn) in staple yarns acquire 

different dimensions, since they are the only reasons why a bundle of short fibres is held 

together in a linear assembly. Moreover, in staple fibre yarns, the fibre volume fraction is not 

only low, but also variable, which results in no clearly defined surface of the structure. Besides, 

because of the structural changes of short-fibre yarn at different twist levels, it is essential to 

consider the yarn fibre-volume fraction, and consequently all the mechanical properties of the 

yarn, to be variables of yarn twist. This makes the analysis extremely difficult [56]. 

Pan tried to develop a general constitutive theory governing the mechanical behaviour 

of twisted short fibre structures. He started with a high twist case, so that the effect of fibre 

slippage during yarn extension could be ignored. He established a relationship between the 

mean fibre volume fraction and the twist level of the yarn. He concluded that the tensile and 

shear moduli are proportional to the fibre tensile modulus, with the proportionality constants 

consisting of three parts, one being the fibre volume fraction, the second was the length 

efficiency factor in which the fibre dimensions are included, and the third reflecting the effect 

of fibre obliquity or fibre orientation distribution in the yarn. Twist affects the values of the 

yarn moduli through these factors [56].  
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 Effect of twist level on yarn properties 

One of the important factors which influence the yarn properties is ‘the slope angle of 

the fibre to the yarn axis’, which called the ‘twist angle’. This angle changes with the level of 

single or multifilament yarn twist. When the twist per meter increased, the yarn diameter 

decreased, the individual fibrils came closer, whereas the yarn elongation increased. Increasing 

the twist level of staple yarn improved their tenacity whereas the higher twist of multifilament 

yarns reduced their strength which is an important factor in terms of their end-use, especially 

for technical applications [57]. 

Abbasi and others produced three counts (30, 40 and 50 Tex) of 70/30 Cotton/Polyester 

blends at various twist levels (170, 190, 210 and 230 turns/m) to investigate the effect of twist 

on physical and mechanical properties of low twist yarn. They concluded that the yarn 

manufactured with 230 turns/m and 50 Tex showed better yarn strength as compared to other 

twist levels and yarn counts. Increasing the twist level decreased the coefficient of variation in 

30, 40 and 50 Tex; this may be due to higher amount of fibres present in yarn cross-section. 

The irregularity index and yarn hairiness of low twist yarn decreased with the increase of count, 

moreover it decreased with the increase of twist per meter for the same count [58]. 

Sreenivasan produced 32 Ne ring spun yarn at three tension levels using travellers of 

counts 4/0, 6/0, and 8/0. Five different twist multipliers (3.5, 4, 5, 6, and 7) were used for each 

traveller. He concluded that the yarn unevenness (U %) as measured on the USTER Evenness 

Tester increases from 17 to 20% with the increase in twist for all three travellers. He analysed 

why the percent unevenness increased while the C.V. of diameter decreased for higher twist 

multipliers. It is possibly because in the case of the diameter, at the initial stages of twisting, 

twist tended to flow into the thinner places leading to a greater compression of these places, 

and consequently the C.V. of diameter increased. But as the twist increased and the thin places 

became saturated with twist, it flowed into the thicker places and a greater uniformity in twist 

as well as in diameter resulted [59]. 

Kotb investigated the dependence of yarn quality (strength, evenness and 

imperfections) on the yarn material, twist factor, plying, linear density and cotton ratio of the 

manufactured yarn, through linear regression equations. 3 types of cotton fibres and six staple 

polyester types produced by 6 different companies in different countries were used to produce 

one hundred and six yarns on a ring spinning machines (cotton and blended yarns of 

cotton/polyester 50/50). The yarn linear density varied from 16 to 40 (Ne), the twist multiplier 
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for single yarns varied from 3.45 - 4.6, and the twist multiplier for two plied yarns from 2.7 - 

4.2 [60]. She noticed that increasing the twist factor, within the working range, increased the 

yarn strength by average percent 29%. Moreover, the yarn strength slightly increased from yarn 

count 16 to 20 Ne then it was significantly decreased at 40 Ne. The average yarns irregularity 

(CV %) decreased from 25 to 21% when changing the twist factor from 3.8 to 4.6 αe [60]. 

Altas, S., et al. produced three yarns were spun using linear densities of 29.5, 19.6, and 

14.7 Tex and analysed. For each yarn count, three twist coefficients (103, 115, and 127 ∝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡. 

Yarn evenness, faults, hairiness and diameter properties were tested using a USTER® Tester 

5. In carded yarns, an increase of twist coefficient increases the evenness, tenacity and 

elongation values and decreases USTER hairiness and diameter values significantly. In combed 

yarns, the increase in twist coefficient increases tenacity and elongation and decreases the 

number of thick places, neps, hairiness, and diameter values significantly [61]. 

 Evaluation of the factors affecting yarn strength 

The spun-yarn tenacity is mainly affected by the fibre characteristics, spinning process 

parameters, and yarn structure. Moreover, the fibre fineness, fibre orientation, yarn linear 

density, and twist level are the most significant factors which control the cohesion forces of 

spun-yarn strength. Many researchers tried to establish fundamental theories for the staple-

fibre yarn strength, such as those provided by Hearle [52], Zurek [62], and Eldeeb [63] applying 

different approaches based on force deformation analysis. The limitations of using 

mathematical models for staple-fibres structure decreased the ability of a specific model to 

simulate and predict the practical yarn performance. There was also a study that analysed the 

short fibre yarns by using the energy approach, but this method couldn’t deal with the fibre 

slippage effect due to the energy dissipation involved. A finite element method was used to 

simulate the yarn structure [64], which provided a numerical solution. 

Gegauff [65] was the first to theoretically analyse the yarn strength in terms of yarn 

structure. He derived a simple mathematical relationship between twist angle and yarn strength. 

Gurney [66] extended that relationship by taking into account the length and frictional 

properties of fibres in addition to the twist in yarns. He demonstrated that the staple yarn under 

tension was affected by two types of forces (forces that press the fibres normally and forces 

that tend to cause slippage). He suggested that if the ratio of the forces tending to cause the 

slippage to the normal forces exceeded a certain critical value, (which corresponds to the 

coefficient of friction), then the slipping might occur [67]. 
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 Stress–strain relations of fibres and yarn 

All theoretical equations described in this subtitle follow the published article of Neckář 

[68]. Let us consider that an axial force FY is acting on a yarn of fineness T, then the 

engineering tensile stress 𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 can be expressed as: 

𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌
𝑆𝑆

                                                                          (1.3) 

Where                  𝑆𝑆 = 𝑇𝑇
𝜇𝜇
                                                                          (1.4) 

The variable 𝑆𝑆 represents the substance cross-sectional area of yarn by Johannsen [69] 

and ρ indicates the density of the fibres constituting the yarn. The substance cross-sectional 

area of yarn is defined as ‘the summation of sectional areas of the fibres present in yarn cross-

section’. Then, the engineering specific tensile stress of the yarn Y can be expressed as follows: 

𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌
𝑇𝑇

 =  𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌
𝑆𝑆 𝜇𝜇 

 =  𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝑌𝑌
 𝜇𝜇 

                                                            (1.5) 

Similarly, if the axial force Ff is acting on a fibre of fineness t, then the tensile stress of 

this fibre is 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠⁄ , , where s denotes the cross-sectional area of the fibre. Then, the specific 

stress of the fibre 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 is 

𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑡

 =  𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝑠𝑠 𝜇𝜇 

 =  𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓
 𝜇𝜇 

                                                           (1.6) 

Where (t = s ρ) indicates the fineness of the fibre. The force 𝐹𝐹Y applied on the yarn 

causes an axial deformation by increasing initial length 𝐿𝐿o to the extended length 𝐿𝐿Y. The 

difference ΔL = 𝐿𝐿Y −𝐿𝐿o is called yarn elongation and the relative strain is known as yarn axial 

strain and can be written as 

𝜀𝜀𝐸𝐸 = 𝐿𝐿𝑌𝑌−𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜
𝐿𝐿𝑌𝑌

                                                        (1.7) 

Similarly, the initial length 𝐿𝐿o of a fibre increases to a longer length 𝐿𝐿f, so that the fibre 

axial strain can be 

𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓

                                                        (1.8) 

Figure 2.2 schematically illustrates the specific stress-strain curve of twisted staple yarn 

and a similar average curve of corresponding fibre. When dealing with yarns and fibres, the 

specific stresses are functions of strains. Let us suppose that each such function starts from the 
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origin as an increasing function. The maximum points of specific stress on stress-strain curves 

determine the breaking specific stress of the fibre 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓∗ (fibre tenacity) and the breaking specific 

stress of the yarn 𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸∗ (yarn tenacity). The corresponding strains 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓 and 𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸 are known as breaking 

strains. 

 
Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of stress–strain curves of mean fibre and yarn 

Let us consider that a yarn is prepared from one type of fibre material. ‘The ratio of 

yarn tenacity and mean fibre tenacity’ is called the coefficient of fibre strength utilization in 

yarn 𝜑𝜑𝜎𝜎∗ , which is smaller than one in all practical cases, it can be described as follows, 

𝜑𝜑𝜎𝜎∗ =  𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸∗ 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓∗⁄                                                        (1.9) 

Most of the research based on staple yarns is focused on the prediction of the yarn 

modulus and the maximum strength. Some researchers investigated the failure response and 

whole stress-strain curve for the yarns. Also, little attention has been paid to the yarn behaviour 

under tensile loading. Most of the theoretical work such as Platt [70] and Hearle [71] including 

other empirical research summarized a fact that understanding tensile behaviour of twisted 

yarns needs knowledge of constituent fibre properties, the structure of yarns, and testing 

parameters. The twist level, fibre properties, and fibres’ orientation are the main parameters 

that may influence the coefficient of fibre stress utilization of staple spun yarns. Zubair et al. 

proposed a mathematical model, based on the assumptions of small deformation, constant 

packing density, and contraction ratio. He used numerical integration considering real fibre 

stress-strain relationship and fibre orientation before the process of yarn break when all fibres 

are mechanically stressed [72]. Neckář et al. attempted to validate the theoretical models 

compared with the experimental results [68]. 
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 Chapter 3: Structure and Behaviour of Cotton Woven Compression 

Bandages (WCBs) 

There are two categories of bandages in the market (normal and smart bandages): The 

simple or normal bandages, their price is cheap, their structure is simple and based on the plain 

weave, as shown in Figure 3.1 [22]. The second category is smart CBs which have sensors to 

give the user direct reading of the exerted pressure on the part of the body during any activity, 

but it’s so much costly compared to the first category, see Figure 3.2 [73]. 

   

Cotton 100% 
Cotton 78%, Polyamide 

16% 
Polyurethane 6% 

Viscose 56%,  
Polyamide 44% 

Figure 3.1. Three basic types of WCBs [22] 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Smart CBs with sensor [73] 

The compression of living tissue using textile bandages is only estimated based on the 

personal experience of the bandage applicator. The main aim of thesis is focused on 

modification of construction of short-stretch cotton WCBs. The bandage includes an integrated 

tension sensor (fancy picking of different picks), which causes a change in the spacing of 

coloured threads during its deformation. Based on the study and evaluation of this deformation 

we are able at the end to give the patient, nurse, or any other user an accurate remarks to adjust 

the applied compression to the body part, see Figure 3.3. It is possible to convert the simple 

http://www.lohmann-rauscher.cz/fileadmin/_migrated/pics/produktbild_mollelast_lupe.jpg
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bandage to smart bandage by modifying the bandage structure such as adding the blue marks 

(rectangles of 2cm x1cm to be squares of 2x2 cm2 at 100% extension) or adjusted according to 

the required bandage tension, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. This modification could control the 

bandage tension as a function of the applied extension that ranges from 50 to 100% depending 

on the bandage construction and the number of layers [22]. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Presentation of the innovated cotton WCB and its structure 
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1 cm 1.5 cm 

   
Figure 3.4. The blue marks on the three basic types of WCBs 

Secondly, the total production cost could be reduced by using different coloured weft 

repeated every 1 cm during the weaving process as illustrated in Figure 3.5, instead of printing 

or adding the coloured marks after bandage production. Moreover, multifunctional 

antimicrobial double weft WCB can be produced using highly twisted warp yarns (ply twist 

1800 to 2300 twists/m) and only the surface weft yarns in contact with the patient skin will be 

treated with Zinc or Titanium Nano-particles [28]. As a result, the bandage cost would 

significantly be reduced and the final product would achieve the smart performance which 

might gain higher marketing prices and benefits. 

There is scarce information relating to the effect of high ply twist on the warp yarns 

elasticity that are being used in woven bandages [74]. Therefore, this study initially investigates 

the commercial yarns available in the bandage market in addition to yarns spun at a broader 

range of ply twist. Moreover, the study reveals the influence of bandage material, structure, 

and the bandaging techniques on its mechanical and thermal comfort properties as well as 

durability since there is a few sources about this point [36]. 
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a) The bandage at 0% extension b) The bandage at 50% extension 
Figure 3.5. A Coloured weft repeated every 1 cm during the bandage weaving 

The evaluation of the recalculation of the change in the spacing of coloured wefts 

(deformation) of the cotton bandage and the resulting compression during the bandage 

application is described in the following chapters, (more details in parts 5.2.1.3. and 5.2.3.). 

Based on these fancy weft threads or the blue rectangles, it is necessary to demonstrate the three 

levels of bandage tension (low: 50% extension and 50% overlap, medium: 100% extension and 

50% overlap, and high: 100% extension and 66% overlap) applied on the 1st position (ankle at 

average radius 3.9 cm), 2nd (mid-calf at average radius 6.2 cm), and 3rd (below the knee at 

average radius 4.9 cm). The main conclusion is that the optimum applied tension is directly 

proportional with bandage extension and its porosity for all bandage types. As a short-stretch 

WCB, 100% Cotton bandage needs 60% extension to achieve the required bandage tension 10N 

that achieve a corresponding compression of approximately 30 mmHg for average leg radius of 

5 cm and bandage width 10 cm using two layers bandaging technique. 
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 Chapter 4: Analysis and Evaluation of the Warp and Weft Yarns for 

Cotton WCBs 

4.1 Methods used, studied material 

The experimental work of the Ph.D. thesis was carried out on two main parts, the first 

was analysis and evaluation of the twisted warp yarns as well as the treated weft yarns with 

antibacterial nanoparticles. The second was evaluation of the structural, mechanical, thermal, 

muscle activation properties of the three basic types of WCBs then produce a new modified 

structure of WCB to simulate the smart bandages with low cost. 

 Analysis of mechanical properties of the used warp yarns 

The methodology plan was divided to two steps, the 1st was to evaluate the mechanical 

properties of the used plied warp yarns for producing WCB in market. Moreover as a result, 

the 2nd step was to produce a special range of warp yarns at ply twist 600 to 2200 twists/m to 

achieve the required high extensibility and elasticity of the WCB. The main factors influencing 

the cotton WCB tensile properties are the warp yarns twist, linear density, and tenacity. The 

required bandage tension can be adjusted by optimum bandage extension as a function of warp 

yarns twist and other properties. Two groups of warp yarns were kept in a conditioning room 

for 24 hours at standard temperature (20±2 °C) and relative humidity (65%) before testing. The 

tested warp yarns characteristics can be summarized in tables 4.1 & 4.2: 

Table 4.1: Yarn characteristics (Group 1: plied yarns, fine count 6x2 Tex) 

Yarn Twist (twist/m) Actual Yarn Count (Tex) 

300 11.78 

600 12.16 

900 12.87 

1200 13.24 

1500 13.71 

1800 13.96 

Table 4.2: Yarn characteristics (Group 2: plied yarns, coarse counts 21x2 and 30x2 Tex) 

Yarn Twist (twist/m) Nominal Yarn Count (Tex) Actual Yarn Count (Tex) 

1850 
21x2 

49.37 
2100 51.15 
2200  

30x2 
74.72 

2300  80.27 
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The load-elongation curve of the warp yarns was measured according to the standard 

test method ASTM D2256 [75]. Instron 4411 tensile testing machine was used to measure the 

tension developed in the yarn while keeping gauge speed of 180 mm/min. The device gauge 

length was set to 500 mm. Twist per meter was measured on TWIST LAB-2531C twist testing 

machine according to standard procedure CSN 80 0701. The yarn linear density was measured 

from a lea of one hundred meters according to the standard test method CSN 80 0050. Five 

samples for each type of yarn were prepared on lea making machine and each sample was 

weighed in grams on weighing balance and yarn count was determined from the mean of five 

yarn samples. 

To produce the new proposed double weft WCBs, single ring-spun yarns were produced 

from Egyptian cotton fibres - Giza 86, according to the following spinning parameters by using 

Rieter G37 ring spinning and their properties are listed in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3: Produced single yarn properties, ring-spun raw yarns 

Nominal yarn count 
(Tex) 15 15 20 20 25 25 30 30 

Twist direction S Z Z S S Z Z S 

Actual 
yarn 
count 
(Tex) 

Average 14.7 15 19.7 19.8 24.6 24.7 29.5 29.8 

C.V. (%) 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.11 1.1 1.04 

Std. 
(Tex) 0.24 0.26 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.32 0.31 

Twist/m 1031 1062 910 925 803 799 751 748 

The linear density of the weft yarns was kept 60 Tex for all bandage samples. As far as 

the warp yarns are concerned, among all above single yarns, the 20 Tex yarns in S and Z-

direction were chosen to be plied on DirecTwist twister on two plies at a nominal twist level 

ranges from 600 to 2200 twist/m and at different twist direction as demonstrated in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Produced plied yarn properties, ply of ring-spun yarns 20x2 Tex 

Twist direction, SS-Z SZ-Z ZZ-S 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

606 40.03 597 40.87 602 39.63 

1181 41.88 1216 42.18 1204 41.29 

1761 45.78 1793 46.68 1773 48.40 

2185 52.26 2168 55.45 2172 54.42 
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 Modification of the surface of used yarns 

Most of the available WCBs are designed to achieve the gradual compression for leg 

ulcer healing or athletic performance. Current study aims to introduce multifunctional 

performance by compression therapy, antimicrobial, and wound care for the normal user or 

patients. So it is necessary to treat the warp and weft yarns which in contact with the human 

body with effective antimicrobial agent such as Silver Nanoparticles (NPs) or Zinc Oxide or 

Titanium Dioxide.  

 Preparing Cotton yarns treated with Silver NPs 

Colloidal form of Silver NPs was prepared using Glucose as reducing agent. Uniform 

Ag-NPs were obtained by reduction of Silver nitrate at 70°C under atmospheric pressure. Poly 

Vinyl Pyrrolidone (PVP) was used as stabilizer. Glucose Ag-NPs were synthesized by 

dissolving AgNO3 (157 mg) and PVP (5 g) in 100 ml of 40% (w/w) of Glucose syrup. 5 ml of 

sodium chloride were added to the samples for complete reaction and to convert all the ionic 

Silver to NPs [76]. Ten samples, 200-300 m of bleached Cotton yarns were winded on 

perforated Polypropylene bobbins, their thickness ranges from 5-10 mm. Five samples were 

immersed in Glucose Ag-NPs solution for 1 min (D1) and the other samples for 60 min (D2). 

 Silver NPs activity of treated yarns 

For the tests, pathogenic bacterial strains were used for the qualitative test method 

(AATCC 147) and quantitative test method (AATCC 100). Escherichia Coli (E.C.) - CCM 

2024 (ATCC 9637), gram-negative rod-shaped bacteria and Staphylococcus Aureus (S.A.) - 

CCM 2260 (ATCC 1260), gram-positive rod-shaped bacteria were purchased from Czech 

Collection of Microorganisms, Masaryk University in Brno. 

A) Method AATCC 147: 1 ml of the bacterial inoculums (E.C. and S.A.) at a 

concentration of 108 CFU/ml was individually inoculated onto Petri blood agar plate, the test 

sample was inserted into the middle of the plate. The prepared samples were cultivated in 

thermostat 24 hours / 37 °C [77]. 

B) Method AATCC 100: 10 ml of E.C. and S.A. at a concentration of 108 CFU/ml were 

applied on the sample. The sample was placed in a sterile container and cultured 24 hours / 37 

°C. After 24 hours, 10 ml of physiological solution was added and the sample was shaken. 1 

ml of solution was removed and plated onto Petri blood agar plate. The samples were cultured 

for 24 hours / 37 °C. The antibacterial activity of AgNPs treated cotton fabrics was 
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quantitatively determined before and after washing using bacterial percentage reduction test 

(AATCC 100-2004) according to the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists 

Technical Manual (2010) [78]. 

 Testing the Nanoparticles size and its distribution 

Some samples of single and plied warp yarns were treated with silver nanoparticles. 

Moreover two types of the new produced bandage samples were treated with three 

concentrations of zinc oxide nanoparticles in powder form with 15 g/L binder. The 

nanoparticles size and its distribution were evaluated using the scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) and the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) for the treated and un-treated single and plied 

yarn samples as well as the two types of WCBs. 

4.2 Summary of the achieved results  

 Relationship between yarn twist and tenacity 

A Matlab code was created to calculate the average load-elongation curves for each 

yarn (using raw data of 50 samples for each yarn sample). For comparison between yarns, the 

program interpolates the elongation data using equal step (0.05 mm) before the breaking point 

and gives the corresponding load values.  

Figure 4.1 and Table 5.17 illustrate that increasing the plied yarn twist, in group 1, from 

300 to 600 twist/m increases the yarn tenacity and breaking elongation by 5.16 and 8.21% 

respectively. After that, the yarns breaking load gradually decreases by increasing the yarn 

twist from 900 up to 1800 twist/m, on the contrary, the yarns extension significantly increases 

by 27.48%. Whereas the plied yarn, group 2, at twist 2100 twist/m is giving fewer tenacity 

values than 1850 twist/m by 20.86%, moreover the tenacity decreased by a percent 15.73% at 

2300 twist/m. These lower values of tenacity may be due to the increase in twist angle near to 

the perpendicular level (wrapping angle ≈ 87°) at the highest levels of ply twist, as a result the 

horizontal component of the forces contributing in yarn strength is decreasing. 

The obtained results in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 contribute to selecting the optimum yarn twist, 

but it’s not conclusive because the twist range and the yarns count are different. At least (1500-

1800 twist/m) are required for producing high extension Cotton compression bandages, 

whereas to achieve 100% elastic Cotton compression bandage (2200 – 2300 twist/m) would be 

used. The optimum extension level and applied load entirely depend on the final end-use of the 

compression bandage either for venous leg ulcers or athletic performance. 
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Figure 4.1. Load-elongation curves of the 1st and 2nd groups of yarns 

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the mechanical properties of the plied yarns that 

commonly used in producing the WCB in market. Increasing the ply twist of fine count 6x2 

Tex, from 300 to 1800 twist/m, increases the actual plied yarn linear density by 18.51% for 

fine count 6x2 Tex. As for coarse counts in group 2, the actual yarn count increases by 27.88 

and 33.78% for nominal counts 21x2 and 30x2 at twist level 2100 and 2300 twist/m 

respectively. 

Taking into consideration the yarn properties; the comparison would be using the 

tenacity (cN/Tex) and extension (%) of the yarns as illustrated in equations (5.1) to (5.3). 

                Tenacity = Breaking load (N)*100 / Yarn count (Tex)                             (5.1) 

                Strain = ∆L / L1     or       Extension (%) = ∆L *100 / L1                           (5.2) 

                          ∆L = L2 – L1                                                                                      (5.3) 

Where: 

          L1 is the initial (gauge) length; L2 is the extended length of yarn.  

Table 4.5: Yarn properties, Group 1: plied yarns, 6x2 Tex 

Yarn twist 
(twist/m) 

Actual yarn 
count (Tex) 

Tenacity Extension 

Average 
(cN/Tex) 

Standard deviation 
Std. (cN/Tex) 

Average 
(%) 

Std. (%) 

300 11.78 23.64 1.4275 4.75 0.6118 
600 12.16 24.86 1.5201 5.14 0.6515 
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900 12.87 23.51 1.9156 6.44 0.8210 
1200 13.24 20 1.7504 6.98 0.7502 
1500 13.71 18.09 1.4808 7.67 0.6346 
1800 13.96 16.49 1.5827 8.21 0.6783 

Table 4.6: Yarn properties, Group 2: plied yarns, 21x2 and 30x2 Tex 

Yarn twist 
(twist/m) 

Nominal 
yarn Count 

(Tex) 

Actual yarn 
count (Tex) 

Tenacity Extension 

Average 
(cN/Tex) 

Std. 
(cN/Tex) 

Extension 
(%) Std. (%) 

1850 
21x2 

49.37 15.53 1.2982 12.01 0.6491 
2100 51.15 12.85 1.2596 12.19 0.6298 
2200  

30x2 
74.72 9.86 1.4965 15.78 0.7483 

2300  80.27 8.52 1.2289 15.77 0.6144 

 

These yarn parameters can be displayed as shown in Figures 4.2 & 4.3 to give accurate 

comparison and best selection of the optimum (critical) yarn twist. The candidate results of 

yarn tenacity and breaking elongation wouldn't be reached when producing the elastic WCBs 

because these bandages are only produced using the elastic region of the warp yarns. The 1st 

group of plied yarns achieves higher tenacity values than the 2nd group but lower extension. So 

the best selection of the yarn twist and count depends on the end use of the compression 

bandage. 

 

Figure 4.2. Effect of plying twist on yarn tenacity for market yarns 
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Figure 4.3. Effect of plied yarn twist on its extension, market yarns 

The evaluation of the used plied warp yarns in market for producing the WCB and the 

new produced yarns concluded that the warp yarn tenacity should be greater than 16 cN/Tex 

and its extension should be at least 12% to produce the highly stretched 100% Cotton WCB, 

as displayed in Figures 4.2 – 4.5 and listed in Tables 4.7 - 4.10. The twist range (1500 - 1800 

twist/m) is required – at least – for producing high extension Cotton compression bandages, 

whereas to achieve 100% elastic Cotton compression bandage (2200 – 2300 twist/m) would be 

used. The optimum extension level and applied load totally depends on the final end-use of the 

WCB either for venous leg ulcers or athletic performance. 

 

Figure 4.4. Effect of plying twist on yarn tenacity for produced yarns 
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Figure 4.5. Effect of plied yarn twist on its extension, produced yarns 

Table 4.7: Produced single yarn properties  

Nominal yarn count 
(Tex) 15 15 20 20 25 25 30 30 

Twist direction S Z Z S S Z Z S 

Actual 
yarn 
count 
(Tex) 

Average 14.7 15 19.7 19.8 24.6 24.7 29.5 29.8 

C.V. (%) 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.11 1.1 1.04 

Std. 
(Tex) 0.24 0.26 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.27 0.32 0.31 

Twist/m 1031 1062 910 925 803 799 751 748 

Twist 
factor 
(αm) 

Average 127.3 127.3 127.3 127.3 127.3 127.3 127.3 127.3 

C.V. (%) 3.3 3.1 3 2.7 2.33 2.5 2.3 2.4 

Std. (αm) 4.20 3.95 3.82 3.44 2.97 3.18 2.93 3.06 

Tenacity 
(cN/Tex) 

Average 19 19.5 20.3 20.5 22.2 22 21 21.9 

C.V. (%) 6.6 6.15 5.8 6 5.6 5.5 4.4 4.3 
Std. 

(cN/Tex) 1.254 1.199 1.177 1.23 1.243 1.21 0.924 0.942 

 

Table 4.8: Produced plied yarn properties at twist direction SS-Z 

Twist direction, SS-Z 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Tenacity  Std. Extension  

(cN/Tex) (%) 

40.03 606 21.8 1.09 9.37 

41.88 1181 23 0.92 10.81 

45.78 1761 19 0.912 12.04 

52.26 2185 16.2 0.648 12.97 
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Table 4.9: Produced plied yarn properties at twist direction SZ-Z 

Twist direction, SZ-Z 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Tenacity  Std. Extension 

(cN/Tex) (%) 

40.87 597 20.5 1.0455 9.92 

42.18 1216 20 0.86 11.07 

46.68 1793 17.9 0.895 12.64 

55.45 2168 16 0.48 13.83 

 

Table 4.10: Produced plied yarn properties at twist direction ZZ-S 

Twist direction, ZZ-S 

Actual yarn 
count, Tex 

Ply twist, 
twists/m 

Tenacity  Std. Extension 

(cN/Tex) (%) 

39.63 602 22 0.99 9.16 

41.29 1204 22 1.32 11.31 

48.40 1773 17 0.884 12.47 

54.42 2172 16.6 0.664 13.53 

 

 Silver NPs activity of treated cotton yarns 

Metal Nano particles (MNPs), such as Silver [79-84], Gold and Copper have achieved 

special attraction because of their catalytic [85], electronic [86] and unique optical properties 

[87] making them very attractive in the fields of particularly sensing, bio-conjugation, and 

surface enhancement Raman spectroscopy [88], [89]. One of the widespread approaches to the 

synthesis of MNPs involves the reduction reaction of metal ions in a polymeric solution [90-

92]. 

• Method AATCC 147 

Treated test samples (D1 and D2) show comparable antibacterial activities on both tested 

strains (E.C. and S.A.). The antimicrobial activity of D1 and D2 is significantly appeared 

through clear inhibition zone compared to the standard sample (D0) that does not show any 

inhibition of bacteria strains (as illustrated in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.6. 

• Method AATCC 100 

The number of surviving bacterial colonies are considered and counted in this test 

method, see Table 4.12. Compact incidence means that the number of surviving bacterial 
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colonies is not countable, as shown in Figure 4.7. 

Table 4.11: Inhibition zone of treated yarns according to AATCC 147 

Method ATCC147 Sample D0 standard Sample D1 Sample D2 

Escherichia Coli No effect 
Inhibition zone 

∅ 1,44 mm 

Inhibition zone 

∅ 1,58 mm 

Staphylococcus 
Aureus 

No effect 
Inhibition zone 

∅ 2,06 mm 

Inhibition zone 

∅ 2,01mm 
 

 

  
Figure 4.6. Inhibition zone of treated yarns 

against: a) Escherichia Coli 

b) Staphylococcus Aureus 

 

Table 4.12: Antibacterial assessment by quantitative test according to AATCC 100 

Method ATCC100 D0 standard Sample D1 Sample D2 

Escherichia Coli Compact incidence 0 0 

Staphylococcus Aureus Compact incidence 1 0 
 

 

  
Figure 4.7. Surviving bacterial colonies of: a) 

Escherichia Coli 

b) Staphylococcus Aureus 

 

 Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray of the yarns 

The scanning electron microscopy of the treated and un-treated single and plied cotton 
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yarn samples are illustrated in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. The silver NPs size and 

distribution are totally clear for the treated yarn samples. Moreover the energy dispersive X-

ray mapping for the yarn samples confirmed the NPs percent in the total composition of yarn 

EDX mapping, see Figures 4.10 & 4.11. 

  

  
Un-treated single yarn Treated single yarn 

Figure 4.8. Scanning electron microscopy of the un-treated and treated single yarns 
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Un-treated plied yarn Treated plied yarn 

Figure 4.9. Scanning electron microscopy of the un-treated and treated plied yarns 

  

  
Un-treated single yarn Treated single yarn 

Figure 4.10. Energy dispersive X-ray mapping of the un-treated and treated single yarns 
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Un-treated plied yarn Treated plied yarn 

Figure 4.11. Energy dispersive X-ray mapping of the un-treated and treated plied yarns 
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 Chapter 5: Analysis of Individual Properties of Woven Compression 

Bandages 

5.1 Methods used, studied material 

 Analysis of mechanical properties of WCBs 

A) Three types of WCB were used for testing as shown in Figure 5.1. These bandages’ 

structures are plain weave. Yarn counts and densities are different depends on the construction 

and technology of the final product.  

   
a) 100% Bleached Cotton  
Warp set:  8  ends/cm 
Weft set:  15 picks/cm 
Warp count: Cotton,   
                 20x2 Tex, 2x1200  
                 twist/m, SS/Z, ZZ/S 
Weft count: Cotton, 75 Tex, OE.  
Fabric weight: 210.25 g/m2 

Fabric thickness: 1.06 mm  

b) CO-PA-PU bandage 
Warp set:  11 ends/cm 
Weft  set:  18 picks/cm 
Warp count: Cotton, 10x2 Tex 
                 - Polyamide, 7.8 Tex 
             - Polyurethane, 42.5 Tex      
Weft count: Cotton, 36.9 Tex   

Weight: 236.48 g/m2     

Thickness: 1.09 mm 

c) VI-PA bandage 
Warp set: 12 ends/cm 
Weft set:  14 picks/cm 
Warp count: Viscose,16.5 Tex,   
                  open end (OE),  
                  Polyamide – 7.8 Tex 
Weft count: Viscose, 16.5 Tex. 

Weight: 83.34 g/m2    

Thickness: 0.91 mm 

Figure 5.1. Experimental woven compression bandages description 

 B) Compression bandages tension is evaluated according to the standard test method 

ISO 13934-1:1999(E) [93]. Testometric M350-5CT was used to measure the tension developed 

in the bandage while extension at a constant speed of 100 mm/min. The device gauge length 

was set to 100 mm.  

C) Bandage porosity is calculated by measuring the binary area fraction using high 

resolution camera. While subjecting the bandage samples to a constant extension, the resultant 

images were recorded using digital camera. There are 120 frames (images) for each sample; 

these images were analysed by NIS-Elements software to measure binary area fraction using 

Threshold technique as shown in Figures 5.2 & 5.3.  
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(a) At 1 sec 

0% extension 
(b) 60 sec 

100% extension 
(c) 120 sec 

200% extension 

Figure 5.2. Binary area of Cotton bandage during tension 

   
(a) At 1 sec 

0% extension 
(b) 60 sec 

100% extension 
(c) 120 sec 

200% extension 

Figure 5.3. Binary area of Viscose/Lycra bandage during tension 

 Testing of bandage pressure using Picopress 

The same three types of bandages were worn on both mannequin model and real leg to 

test and analyse the effect of WCB extension and porosity on bandage pressure at ankle and 

mid-calf position in both static and walking conditions. Recalculations of tensile force based 

on a specified extension range during bandage application are performed in part 5.9. Practical 

bandage pressure is measured using Microlab Picopress instrument M-700 tester, which gives 

both digital readings and graphical charts as well. The ankle and calf positions were adjusted 

to leg circumferences of 21.4 and 32.4 cm respectively for mannequin model, 25.6 and 38.9 

cm respectively for real leg, as illustrated in Figure 5.4 [94]. The obtained results are both 

digital numbers and graph forms. There are three levels of bandage tension (low: 50% extension 

and 50% overlap, medium: 100% extension and 50% overlap, and high: 100% extension and 

66% overlap) applied on 1st position (ankle at radius 4.07 cm), 2nd (mid-calf at radius 6.19 cm), 

and 3rd (below the knee at radius 4.9 cm) [22]. 
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Figure 5.4.  Application of compression bandage on mannequin and real leg 

 Relationship between the change in coloured weft spacing and 

compression during bandage application 

Candidate study added the blue coloured weft during the weaving process of the 100% 

cotton WCB, as previously illustrated in Figure 3.4 as well as Figure 5.2. These blue marks 

(repeated lines every 1 cm) enables for accurate adjustment and evaluation of the applied 

bandage extension (100% extension at blue line spacing 2 cm). The activity of the new WCB 

could be evaluated using the same previous procedure to achieve the associated optimum 

pressure by the compression bandage on any part of the body, see Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 

  

a) The cotton bandage at 0% extension b) The cotton bandage at 50% extension 

Figure 5.5.  Adjusting the bandage extension using the blue lines (coloured weft threads) 

 Testing the cyclic loading-unloading during uniaxial stress 

Moreover the cyclic loading-unloading tests during the uniaxial stress were evaluated 

Ankle –  
1st position 

Mid-calf 

Below knee 
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for both the 100% bleached cotton and CO-PA-PU WCBs to confirm the durability and 

effectiveness of bandages for different applications, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. 

Bleached Cotton WCB CO-PA-PU WCB Action of bandage test 

  

Sample size 10x10 cm2,   

original gauge length 5 cm 
 

  

Elongation by 3 cm; 

extension by 60%, then 

relaxation 1 cm that 

extension becomes 40%, 

then again extension 60% for 

6 cycles 

  

After 6 cycles of loading-

unloading 

  

After 5 days of cyclic      

loading-unloading 

Figure 5.6. Testing of tensile and cyclic loading-unloading by Testometric M350-5CT 

 Treatment of the surface of cotton WCB with zinc oxide 

Two types of WCB (fabric) samples has been treated with three concentrations of ZnO 

nanoparticles as follows, 1%, 2%, and 3% in powder form with 15 g/L binder. The samples’ 

coding for un-treated and treated cotton WCB with zinc oxide nanoparticles is described in 

Table 5.1 and the antibacterial tests were performed according to the following standards: 

1. AATCC 147 Test Method: 147-2012 - Assessment of Antibacterial Activity of 

Textile materials: Parallel Streak Method. 

2. AATCC 100 Test Method: 100-2019 - Assessment of Antibacterial Finishes on 

Textile Materials. 
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Table 5.1: Samples’ codes for treated cotton WCB with zinc oxide nanoparticles 

State Sample code Sample code 

Untreated, standard 1- with blue colour every 1 cm  2- without colours 

Treated, 1% ZnO NPs [ 1-1 ] [ 2-1 ] 

Treated, 2% ZnO NPs [ 1-2 ] [ 2-2 ] 

Treated, 3% ZnO NPs [ 1-3 ] [ 2-3 ] 

The used culture media was a physiological saline solution and the agar media was 

blood agar (Columbia) - purchased from Bio-Rad spol. s.r.o. The tested bacterial strains were 

purchased from the Czech Collection of Microorganisms, Masaryk University Brno. 

 Escherichia coli (E.C.) - CCM 2024 (ATCC 9637), is a gram-negative rod-shaped 

bacterium. 

 Staphylococcus aureus (S.A.) - CCM 2260 (ATCC 1260), a gram-positive cocci 

bacterium. 

 AATCC Test Method: 147-2012 - Assessment of Antibacterial Activity 

on Textile materials: Parallel Streak Method. 

It is a qualitative, indicative method and should precede the AATCC 100 method. The 

antibacterial treated WCB sample is placed on agar, on which bacteria are inoculated in several 

lanes. After 24 hours of incubation, the growth of bacteria under the test sample and the 

inhibition zone are evaluated. A modification of this method is to inoculate bacteria in the 

whole area (it is possible to start from a suitable dilution of bacteria). The same is evaluated - 

the growth of bacteria under the sample and the halo zone. 

Note: This method can therefore be used to verify whether the active substance is 

released from the sample into the environment (i.e. halo zones of different sizes appear) or 

whether the active substance is bound in the sample and the effect is manifested only below 

the sample. 

The methodology of this method can be summarized in the following steps: 

• A square of WCB (fabric) measuring 18x18 mm (according to the standard) was cut 

out. 
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• Samples were placed in sterile vials, covered with foil (vial lids were also covered with 

foil) and sterilized in an autoclave for 15 minutes at 121 °C. 

• 1 ml of bacterial inoculum with a concentration of 108 CFU / ml was inoculated 

(spread with a microbiological stick) individually on a Petri dish with blood agar. 

• The test sample was placed in the centre of the dish and pressed firmly against the 

agar. 

• Incubation of bacteria took place in a thermostat at 37 °C for 24 hours whereas 

incubation of yeast took place in a thermostat at 25 °C for 24 hours. 

• Subsequently, the halo zone (its size) and the inhibition of bacteria under the sample 

(sample bottom) were evaluated. 

 AATCC Test Method: 100-2019 - Assessment of Antibacterial Finishes 

on Textile Materials 

It is a quantitative method in which the reduction factor is evaluated, which indicates 

the percentage by which the inoculated bacterial concentration was reduced. The result is the 

number of surviving bacterial colonies (CFU) and R (reduction, %) is calculated. The result is 

always compared with the untreated sample (standard). 

Moreover the methodology is illustrated in the following steps: 

• A small WCB sample measuring 18x18 mm was placed in a sterile container. 

• 100 µl of the appropriate bacterial strain of concentration was applied to the sample 

105 CFU / ml (the whole sample must be wetted with a bacterial inoculum). 

• Incubate the samples in a thermostat at 37 ° C for 24 hours. 

• After incubation, 10 ml of saline was added and vortexed. 

• After vortexing, 1 ml was pipetted off and inoculated on a blood agar petri dish (triplets 

inoculated from each sample) and the number of CFUs were calculated, which was 

compared with standard. 
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 Testing the muscles activation when applying WCBs  

Viscose-Polyamide and two types of Cotton compression bandages were used for hand 

and lower leg muscles testing respectively [95], [96]. VI-PA bandage was used to test the 

Flexor Carpi (FC) muscle voltage during different wrist actions (flexion-extension, squeezing 

a soft roll) with and without wearing CB, as shown in Figure 5.6. The applied compression by 

VI-PA bandage is adjusted and standardized to medium compression ranges 22±2 mmHg 

(through 70% bandage extension and 50% overlap). Bleached Cotton and CO-PA-PU bandages 

were used to test Medial Gastrocnemius (MG) and Soleus (SO) muscles behaviour during the 

standardized protocol actions (flexion-extension and while walking). The lower leg bandage 

pressure was adjusted to compression ranges 30±2 mmHg (by 100% bandage extension and 

50% overlap) [97].  

There are two methods of using EMG in measuring muscle activity; needle EMG uses 

needle sensors that penetrate the skin and subcutaneous adipose tissue or surface EMG using 

skin-mounted electrodes. The advantage of needle EMG is that the test administrator does not 

have to consider the effects of cross-talk between muscles or the superficial fat layer between 

the muscle and skin which can cause signal impedance. However, this method is invasive to 

the participant and is not practical during isotonic muscle actions, making surface EMG the 

most common method of measuring muscle activity. The advantages of surface EMG are that 

it is safe, easy, non-invasive, and has the ability to objectively quantify energy of muscle [98].  

All these tests were carried out on 6 healthy men (age ranges 28-38 years) using 

‘eMotion’ wireless EMG system at different metronome beats 20, 30, and 40 beats/min (BPM). 

Surface electrodes were mounted on the mentioned muscles of the human skin as shown in 

Figure 5.7 [99]. In order to investigate the change of muscles activity, root mean square (RMS) 

is processed by exporting the filtered signals to MATLAB software using band-pass filtering 

between 20–500 Hz. 

    
Figure 5.7.  EMG system for Flexor Carpi, Medial Gastrocnemius and Soleus muscles [99] 
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 Analysis of thermal comfort properties of WCBs 

The main three types and Viscose-Polyurethane (VI-PU) WCBs were wrapped on 

thermal foot manikin (TFM) at range of extension (10 to 80%) using both 50 and 66% overlap 

(i.e. two and three layers bandaging respectively). Thermal resistance (Rct) was measured using 

TFM for all types of CBs as shown in Figure 5.8 [100]. Relative water vapour permeability 

(%) and water vapour resistance (Ret) were measured using the PERMETEST instrument [101] 

(Sensora, Czech Republic) according to ISO 11092 standard, at laboratory conditions (T: 22±2 

°C, RH: 50±2%), as shown in Figure 5.9 [102]. The obtained results of Rct were compared to 

ALAMBETA [103] testing device results as shown in Figure 5.10 [104].  

All bandage samples were measured using ALAMBETA at initial porosity (0% 

extension) and (20 to 100%) using special tensioning frame as shown in Figure 5.11. The 

ALAMBETA testing corresponded well to the use of socks inside a shoe (boundary conditions 

of first order). It can be used for bandages as well assuming that the athletic or patient could 

wear the bandage while daily activities. 

Air permeability test was carried out using FX3300 air permeability tester according to 

ASTM D737 at working pressure of 100 Pa and 20 cm2 test area [105], [106].  

Figure 5.8. Woven CB samples on thermal foot manikin 

    
a) Cotton bandage b) CO-PA-PU  c) VI-PA  d) VI-PU bandage 
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Figure 5.9. PERMETEST device for testing Ret and Rct 

[102] 

Figure 5.10. ALAMBETA testing 

device [104] 

 

a)  b)  

Figure 5.11. Stretching frame at 80% extension: a) Cotton, b) CO-PA-PU bandages 

 Adjusting the thermal resistance measurement on Thermal Foot Model 

The following steps are practical example to show how to adjust and stabilize the 

optimum conditions of TFM to test Rct of CB, see Figure 5.12. Segments 1, 3 are kept OFF 

because WCB effect usually starts after these segments, device door is opened. There are two 

types of testing (i.e. nude and clothed manikin) [107]. For accurate comparison, mercerized 

Cotton socks are used to cover TFM as underwear for all measured samples to ensure more 

stabilization and steady conditions. 
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Figure 5.12. Optimum testing procedure of measuring Rct on TFM 

The stabilization process continues till the device reads the standard ambient conditions 

(T: 20±2 ᵒC, RH: 50±5%), after that measurement of the initial thermal resistance (Rct0), then 

stabilization (waiting for 20 min) while wearing WCB sample over socks. Finally Rct values 

can be measured using the measured Rct0 as a reference value, see Figure 5.13 and Equation 

(1) [108]. 

                                  𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐴𝐴.  (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠− 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎)
𝐻𝐻

−  𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0                                                                (1) 

                                 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 = 𝐴𝐴.  (𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠− 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎)
𝐻𝐻

                                                                            (2) 

Where: Rct is the dry resistance of sample only (m2.°C/W),  

            Ts is the hot plate surface temperature (°C),  

            Ta is the ambient temperature (°C),  

             H/A is the zone heat flux (W/m2),  

             Rct0 is the clothed TFM dry resistance (m2.°C/W), 

             Ret is the evaporative resistance of sample only (m2.Pa/W), 

             ps is the saturation vapour pressure at hotplate surface (Pa),  

             pa is the ambient partial vapour pressure (Pa). 

Stabilization

• Stabilization of TFM with mercerized cotton socks
• Acheive the stabilization (T: 20±2 ᵒC, RH: 50±5 %), waiting time 
dependes on the ambient conditions.

Testing Rct0

• After reaching steady state conditions (T: 20±2 ᵒC, RH: 50±5 %).
• Measuring the Rcto on clothed TFM.

Stabilization
• Stabilization while wearing the CB sample over the mercerized socks.
• Waiting for 20 min to reach the steady state of heat flow through the sample.

Testing Rct

• Measuring Rct while wearing CB sample over the socks then recording the 
average measured Rct values.
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Figure 5.13. Measuring Rct while wearing CB over socks 
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5.2 Summary of the achieved results 

 Evaluation of the mechanical properties of woven compression bandages 

 Loading-unloading uniaxial test for WCBs 

When the three bandage types were subjected to uniaxial stress at full extension (i.e. 

closer to endpoint of elasticity); CO-PA-PU bandage achieved approximately 300N at 200% 

extension, whereas VI-PA and Cotton bandages at 150% extension had 280 and 750N 

respectively. These results confirm the highest elasticity of the CO-PA-PU bandage compared 

to 100% Cotton bandage. Figure 5.14 illustrates that all bandage samples recovered its original 

length after relaxation.  

 
Figure 5.14. Loading-unloading curves for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, and VI-PA bandages 

This elastic recovery is due to the optimum extensibility of bandages in elasticity zone, 

moreover there is no dwell time while stretching the CB samples. But when these bandages are 

worn or wrapped on human body there will be a bit residual deformation due to higher applied 

bandage tension and longer treatment time.  

 Optimum fabric tension for woven compression bandages 

As the optimum required bandage tension is approximately 10N, that value is achieving 

the average bandage pressure (4000 Pa or 30 mmHg) according to Laplace's equation (9) for 

two layers bandaging at leg radius 5 cm and bandage width 10 cm. Figure 5.15 confirms that 

CO-PA-PU and VI-PA bandages require 110% and 92% extension respectively while Cotton 

bandage requires only 60% extension to achieve the required bandage tension 10N, see Table 

5.7. The Cotton bandage extension depends on the highly twisted plied yarns (1200 twist/m) 
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that enable to achieve the required bandage stretch, but these bandages have lower extension 

(short-stretch) compared to CO-PA-PU that contains 6% of elastomeric filament 

(Polyurethane) which gives higher extensibility (long-stretch bandage). Whereas the VI-PA 

bandage consists of two types of yarns having different thermal and melting points, in which 

case the stretch is given by steaming then heat setting at the required percent of shrinkage. 

 
Figure 5.15. Optimum fabric tension for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, and VI-PA bandages 

 Effect of bandage structure, extension, and yarns angle on bandage 

porosity 

The factors affecting bandage porosity such as (warp and weft yarns count, density, 

twist, cover factor, and fabric structure) are changing during the bandage extension. One of the 

main variables during bandage application is the applied tension to achieve the required 

compression. A lot of models were presented for the description of porosity in woven fabrics, 

some of them described the porosity between yarns in the fabric (the inter-yarn porosity), and 

the others described the porosity between fibres inside the yarn (the intra-yarn porosity). 

According to theory of a 2-D model, the horizontal porosity (εh) is defined as ‘a complement 

to the woven fabric cover factor (CF)’, see Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16. Structure of interlacing cell in woven fabric crossing point of plain weave, warp and 

weft diameter (d1, d2), warp and weft distance (B, A). 

Woven fabric cover factor is given on the basic of illustrated structure of woven fabric 

in Figure 5.16 by equation (5.4) as followed: 

    {
weftwarpweftwarp CFCFCFCF

AB
ddBdAd

cellofareatotal
yarnsby  covered area visibleCF −+=

−+
== 2121 } (5.4) 

Based on known parameters of warp and weft density (D1 and D2), we can write 

equation (5.5): 

         
2

1
D

A =         and        
1

1
D

B =                                                                  (5.5) 

The horizontal porosity (εh) can be calculated by image analysis as ‘the area of pores in 

a perpendicular projection of woven fabric’ [109]. Real values can be measured as illustrated 

in equation (5.6): 

              εh = 1- CF = 1- (d1 D1 +d2 D2 – d1 d1 D2 D2)                                              (5.6) 

While dealing with two dimensional fabrics, porosity is defined as ‘the ratio of the 

projected geometrical area of the opening across the material to the total area of the material’ 

[110], [111]. A classical 2-D model of porosity seems insufficient for a tightly woven fabric. 

Neighbouring yarns are very close and the projected area of inter-yarn pores approaches to 

zero. As air flows through the woven fabric, it flows around the yarns and it does not flow only 

in the perpendicular direction [112], [113]. Gee introduced the well-known ‘ends plus 

intersection theory’, which he modified, and called the ‘curvature theory’ [114]. Until then a 

‘maximum theory’ had been the subject of several research. Some researchers [115-119] have 

used a more theoretical approach, whereas others [120] used more experimental means. 

Kienbaum has successfully joined theoretical and experimental investigations, and presented 
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his own theory which can be applied to all weaves and different yarn structures [109]. 

The overall volume porosity (ε) can be defined theoretically as ‘the fraction of void 

space in a porous medium’, see equation (5.8). 

             𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐎𝐎𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩 (𝛆𝛆) = 𝟏𝟏 − 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 𝒑𝒑𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝒑𝒑𝑭𝑭𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒑𝒑𝒅𝒅𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅                                      (5.7) 

                                         𝛆𝛆 = 𝟏𝟏 −  𝝆𝝆𝑭𝑭
𝝆𝝆𝒇𝒇

 = 𝟏𝟏 −  𝒘𝒘
𝒅𝒅 .  𝝆𝝆𝒇𝒇 

                                                           (5.8) 

Where 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 is the fabric density and 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 is the fibre density (g/cm3), 𝑤𝑤 is the fabric weight (g/m2), and 𝑡𝑡  

is the fabric thickness (mm) [121]. 

Figure 5.17 confirms that the horizontal porosity of cotton bandage is significantly 

improving by increasing the bandage extension and the angle between warp and weft. The 

statistical analysis of the obtained results is summarized in Tables 5.2 & 5.3. The bandage 

extension and type have significant effects on weave angle and porosity (significance level, P= 

0 < 0.05) using both one and multiple variable linear regression. The same trend has been 

analysed for CO-PA-PU and VI-PA bandages during the uniaxial stress on the Testometric 

M350-5CT as illustrated in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. 

Figure 5.17. Effect of extension and warp to weft yarns angle on porosity of Cotton bandage 

   
0% extension 
Average yarns angle 
θ = 44.1°,  Std. = 1.97° 
Sum of pores area = 0.98 cm2 
Total fabric area = 6.85 cm2 
Bandage porosity can be calculated by 
binary area fraction = 0.243 

50% extension 
 
θ = 72.59° ,  Std. = 2.81° 
Sum of pores area = 2.41 cm2 
Total fabric area = 6.85 cm2 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.392 

100% extension 
 
θ = 90.05° ,  Std. = 3.76° 
Sum of pores area = 2.81 cm2 
Total fabric area = 6.85 cm2 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.514 
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0% extension 
θ1 = 44.2°,   
θ2 = 180-138.14 =  41.86° 
Average  θ = 43.03° 
Std. = 1.65° 
Bandage porosity = 0.193 

100% extension 
Average weave angle 
 
θ = 68.35° ,  Std. = 3.63° 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.41 

150% extension 
 
 
θ = 90.4° ,  Std. = 0.22° 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.531 

Figure 5.18. Effect of extension and yarns angle on porosity of CO-PA-PU bandage 

   
0% extension 
Average weave angle 
θ = 44.23°  ,  Std. = 1.73° 
Bandage porosity = 0.32 
Note: the red colour aims to show the 
pores area by threshold. 

75% extension 
 
θ = 48.8° ,  Std. = 0.94° 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.52 

150% extension 
 
θ = 91.42° ,  Std. = 1.99° 
 
Bandage porosity = 0.67 

Figure 5.19. Effect of extension and yarns angle on porosity of VI-PA bandage 
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Table 5.2. Statistical analysis of relation between bandage extension and yarns angle 

ANOVA c 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 16175.052 1 16175.052 343.050 .000a 

Residual 2027.478 43 47.151   

Total 18202.530 44    
2 Regression 16574.873 2 8287.437 213.849 .000b 

Residual 1627.657 42 38.754   
Total 18202.530 44    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Extension 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Extension, Bandage Type 
c. Dependent Variable: Angle between warp and weft 

 
Table 5.3. Statistical analysis of relation between bandage type, extension, and porosity 

ANOVA c 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .702 1 .702 89.393 .000a 

Residual .338 43 .008   

Total 1.040 44    
2 Regression .987 2 .493 391.993 .000b 

Residual .053 42 .001   
Total 1.040 44    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Extension 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Extension, Bandage Type 
c. Dependent Variable: Porosity 

As for the application of 100% cotton bandage on real leg, the bandage horizontal 

porosity has been analysed as a function of the bandage extension level and the angle between 

warp and weft threads as displayed in Figure 5.20. 
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0% extension 
Average weave angle 
θ = 43.68°, Std. = 1.58° 
Bandage porosity = 0.191 

40% extension 
Average weave angle 
θ = 60.84° ,  Std. = 2.15° 
Bandage porosity = 0.395 

80% extension 
Average weave angle 
θ = 78.96°,  Std. = 1.27° 
Bandage porosity = 0.554 

Figure 5.20. Effect of extension level on the horizontal porosity of cotton bandage during application 

on real leg 

 Analysis of bandage pressure using Picopress  

Experimental pressure of WCBs (100% Cotton and VI-PU) is measured using Picopress 

on mannequin leg, as shown in Figure 5.21. The same compression test is carried out for all 

types of bandages on real leg at the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd positions, as previously illustrated in Figure 

5.4. The first type of bandages is 100% Cotton using highly twisted plied Cotton yarns. Average 

compression values at 1st position for the three tension levels (low, medium, high) were about 

(24, 37, 59 mmHg) respectively. The obtained results at 1st position are decreasing by average 

percent 12% after three hours, whereas compression values for 2nd position were (16, 29, 50 

mmHg) decreasing by average percent 11%, as shown in Figures 5.22 - 5.25. These loses may 

be due to the bandage slippage or less fixation on leg model. 
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Figure 5.21. Pressure of Cotton bandage on leg model 

As for applying compression bandages on a real leg; all compression tests were applied 

on the same group of 4 men, their age ranges 28 to 37 years old. Figure 5.22 emphasizes the 

significant change of compression during walking, which is oscillating between (18-33, 27-43, 

and 36-61 mmHg) for 1st position, (8-16, 18-27, and 35-51) for 2nd position, see Table 5.4. 

These oscillations during walking and running should be considered while wearing the 

compression bandages for long time to achieve effective healing rates. Figure 5.23 shows the 

pressure of CO-PA-PU compression bandage while walking; that is ranging (10-19, 20-35, and 

34-50 mmHg) for 1st position, (17-23, 22-26, and 27-37 mmHg) for 2nd position, and (12-15, 

13-18, and 13-19 mmHg) for 3rd position. Oscillating ranges of CO-PA-PU bandage are lower 

than the 100% Cotton bandage because of more extensibility. 

 

Figure 5.22. Pressure of Cotton bandage on real leg while walking. 
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Figure 5.23. Pressure of CO-PA-PU bandage on real leg while walking. 

Table 5.4. Statistical analysis of the effect of testing position and extension level on the measured 

pressure by Picopress 

 
N=2280 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Pressure (Picopress pressure-Full results)  
R= .96026393    R2= .92210681     Adjusted R2= .92203839      F(2,2277)=13478.  
p<0.0000         Std. Error of estimate: 3.8462 

b* 
 

Std. Error 
of b* 

 

b 
 

Std. Error 
of b 

 

t(2277) 
 

p-value 
 

Intercept 
 

  19.4759 0.322196 60.4472 0.00 
Testing position 

 

-0.429365 0.005849 -11.8263 0.161098 -73.4106 0.00 

Extension Level 
 

0.858925 0.005849 14.4875 0.098652 146.8544 0.00 

Extension Level; LS Means
Current effect: F(2, 1138)=4928.3, p=0.0000

Effective hypothesis decomposition
Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals
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Figure 5.24. Effect of bandage extension level on the measured pressure at the ankle position for 

cotton bandage, statistically analysed by main effects ANOVA 
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Table 5.5. Multiple regression of the relation between bandage type and extension level on the 

measured pressure by Picopress at ankle position 

 
N=3330 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Pressure (Picopress pressure-Full results-Ankle-Bandage 
type) R= .91682084 R2= .84056045 Adjusted R2= .84046460  
F(2,3327)=8769.9      p <0.0000      Std. Error of estimate: 5.3412 

b* 
 

Std. Error 
of b* 

 

b 
 

Std. Error 
of b 

 

t(3327) 
 

p-value 
 

Intercept 
 

  7.09069 0.332057 21.3539 0.00 

bandage 
type 

 

-0.157535 0.006923 -2.56436 0.112687 -22.7565 0.00 

Extension 
Level 

 

0.903185 0.006923 14.79009 0.113362 130.4683 0.00 

Table 5.6. Multiple regression of the relation between bandage type and extension level on the 

measured pressure by Picopress at mid-calf position 

 
N=3330 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Pressure (Picopress pressure-Full results-Mid-calf-
Bandage type) R= .91080126 R2= .82955894 Adjusted R2= .82945648  
F(2,3327)=8096.5      p<0.0000      Std. Error of estimate: 4.3094 

b* 
 

Std. Err. 
of b* 

 

b 
 

Std. Err. 
of b 

 

t(3327) 
 

p-value 
 

Intercept 
 

  2.89335 0.267907 10.7998 0.000000 
bandage 
type 

 

-0.067807 0.007157 -0.86130 0.090917 -9.4735 0.000000 

Extension 
Level 

 

0.908274 0.007157 11.60631 0.091461 126.8984 0.000000 

While Viscose-Polyurethane CB introduced lowest oscillating pressure range i.e. (14 - 

19, 26 - 30, and 46 - 56 mmHg) for 1st position and (12 - 16, 17 - 22, and 32 - 45) for 2nd 

position, as illustrated in Figure 5.25. This low range of pressure is due to Lycra extensibility. 

Moreover the Viscose-Polyamide bandage is giving the lowest compression pressure values 

compared to other types; this may be due to yarns characteristics and type of heat setting to 

give the stretch and extensibility of the bandages, this type of bandage is more suitable for hand 

muscles. 
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Figure 5.25. Pressure of Viscose-Polyurethane bandage on real leg while walking. 

 Comparison between calculated and measured compression using 

PicoPress 

100% Cotton, CO-PA-PU, and VI-PU bandages were worn one by one on real leg to 

test the real compression pressure at ankle and mid-calf position in both static and walking 

conditions at different extension levels. Ankle and calf positions were adjusted at leg 

circumference of 25.6 and 38.9 cm respectively. Deviation percent was calculated as the 

difference between measured compression using Picopress and calculated pressure by 

Laplace’s equation (5.10) [8, 9, 122, and 123], as illustrated in Tables 5.7 & 5.8. 

   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝑁𝑁)  ∗  𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇.  𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 (𝑚𝑚)  ∗  𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐ℎ (𝑚𝑚)

                                  (5.9) 

   𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) = 𝑇𝑇 (𝑁𝑁)  ∗  𝑇𝑇
𝑅𝑅 (𝑚𝑚)  ∗  𝑊𝑊 (𝑚𝑚)

 ∗  0.0075                                         (5.10)  

The level of pressure exerted on a medical device matches with the Laplace’s equation 

stating that the pressure (P expressed in Pa) of a compression applied to the skin surface is 

directly proportional to the tension (T in N) of the compression material and number of layers, 

and inversely proportional to the radius of curvature (R in m) of limb surface to which it is 

applied and the bandage width (W in m) [124]. 

              𝐃𝐃𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐩𝐩𝐎𝐎𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐃𝐃 𝐩𝐩𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐎𝐩𝐩𝐎𝐎𝐃𝐃𝐩𝐩 (%) =  𝑷𝑷𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑷𝑷𝒑𝒑𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
𝑷𝑷𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅

 𝑥𝑥 100                              (5.11) 
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Table 5.7. Calculated pressure by Laplace’s equation vs. measured values at ankle position using 

Picopress (R= 4.07 cm) 

Bandage 
type 

No of 
layers 

Extension 
(%) 

Applied 
Tension 

(N) 

Std. of 
tension 

Measured 
compression 

Picopress 
(mmHg) 

Calculated pressure values (mmHg) 

Laplace’s 
equation 

Deviation 
percent 

(%) 

Al 
Khaburi’s 
equation 

Deviation 
percent 

(%) 

100% 
Cotton 

bandage 

2 

20 1.75 0.19 7.02 6.45 -8.84 6.29 -11.52 
30 2.81 0.07 10.84 10.36 -4.67 10.11 -7.24 
40 3.94 0.12 14.62 14.52 -0.68 14.17 -3.16 
50 6.06 0.31 21.71 22.33 2.79 21.80 0.41 
60 9.79 0.82 35.19 36.08 2.47 35.22 0.07 
70 13.37 1.41 45.71 49.28 7.24 48.09 4.96 
80 17.26 1.92 56.83 63.61 10.66 62.09 8.47 

3 

20 1.8 0.22 10.58 9.95 -6.32 9.60 -10.22 
30 2.92 0.11 16.39 16.14 -1.53 15.57 -5.25 
40 4.05 0.17 21.83 22.39 2.50 21.60 -1.07 
50 6.24 0.39 32.67 34.50 5.29 33.28 1.83 
60 10.12 0.94 51.61 55.95 7.75 53.97 4.37 
70 13.85 1.55 68.38 76.57 10.69 73.86 7.42 
80 17.93 2.13 83.62 99.12 15.64 95.62 12.55 

CO-PA-
PU 

bandage 

2 

20 1.41 0.19 5.57 5.20 -7.19 5.07 -9.82 
40 3.58 0.13 13.81 13.19 -4.67 12.88 -7.24 
60 5.25 0.21 20.13 19.35 -4.04 18.88 -6.59 
80 8.64 0.49 32.15 31.84 -0.96 31.08 -3.45 

100 10.73 0.73 41.62 39.55 -5.25 38.60 -7.83 
120 13.97 1.65 47.93 51.49 6.91 50.25 4.62 

3 

20 1.43 0.18 8.35 7.91 -5.62 7.63 -9.49 

40 3.64 0.15 21.06 20.12 -4.66 19.41 -8.49 
60 5.37 0.19 30.49 29.69 -2.71 28.64 -6.47 
80 8.91 0.53 46.43 49.26 5.74 47.52 2.29 

100 10.94 0.97 56.39 60.48 6.76 58.34 3.35 
120 14.23 2.19 71.69 78.67 8.87 75.89 5.53 

The obtained results in Tables 5.7 & 5.8 and Figures 5.26 – 5.29 confirm that there are 

significant deviations when applying Laplace’s equation for two and three layers bandaging 

ranging ±0.68 to ±15.64%. The highest deviation values were clearly significant at high 

extension levels 60-80%, this might be due to the compactness and high compression especially 

at ankle position. Moreover Jawad Al Khaburi developed this equation (5.12) to include the 

increase in limb circumference due to multilayer bandaging; this equation has decreased the 

deviation range to be ±0.07: ±12.55% as illustrated in the following equations [17, 125]:   

P = � Ti (Di+ti)
0.5∗Wi∗Di2+Wi∗ti (Di+ti)

∗ 0.0075
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇=1
                                             (5.12)                                

           Where     Di = 𝐷𝐷 + ∑ 2 ti−1𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇=1                                                          (5.13)  
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Table 5.8. Multiple regression for the effect of bandage extension, number of layers, and bandage 

type on the measured pressure at ankle position 

 
N=26 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Measured pressure, Picopress (Ankle position)    R= 
.92307130     R2 = .85206063      Adjusted R2 = .83188708     F(3,22)=42.237    
p-value = 0.000000002671713   

b* 
 

Std. Error 
of b* 

 

b 
 

Std. Error 
of b 

 

t(22) 
 

p-value 
 

Intercept 
 

  -17.3050 10.53323 -1.64290 0.114621 

Bandage 
Type 

 

-0.342728 0.087243 -14.7613 3.75753 -3.92845 0.000718 

No of layers 
 

0.298003 0.082003 12.7969 3.52141 3.63404 0.001466 

Extension 
 

0.929065 0.087243 0.6829 0.06413 10.64922 0.000000 

Results of Table 5.9 conclude that the deviation when applying Laplace’s equation for 

mid-calf position is ranging ±0.27 to ±13.14%, while the deviation range of Al Khaburi’s 

equation is ±0.14 to ±11.04%. 

Table 5.9.  Calculated vs. measured pressure values at mid-calf position (R= 6.19 cm) 

Bandage 
type 

No of 
layers 

Extension 
(%) 

Applied 
Tension 

(N) 

Std. of 
tension 

Measured 
compression 

Picopress 
(mmHg) 

Calculated pressure values (mmHg) 

Laplace’s 
equation 

Deviation 
percent 

(%) 

Al 
Khaburi’s 
equation 

Deviation 
percent 

(%) 

100% 
Cotton 

bandage 

2 

20 1.71 0.19 4.61 4.14 -11.25 4.08 -13.05 
30 2.74 0.07 7.13 6.64 -7.38 6.53 -9.12 
40 3.82 0.12 9.5 9.26 -2.63 9.11 -4.28 
50 5.89 0.31 14.21 14.27 0.44 14.05 -1.17 
60 9.55 0.82 23.08 23.14 0.27 22.77 -1.34 
70 13.15 1.41 30.85 31.87 3.19 31.36 1.62 
80 16.86 1.92 37.75 40.86 7.60 40.21 6.11 

3 

20 1.76 0.22 7.08 6.40 -10.67 6.25 -13.34 
30 2.83 0.11 10.73 10.29 -4.31 10.04 -6.83 
40 3.97 0.17 14.11 14.43 2.22 14.09 -0.14 
50 6.11 0.39 20.92 22.21 5.80 21.69 3.53 
60 9.85 0.94 33.47 35.80 6.52 34.96 4.26 
70 13.46 1.55 44.21 48.93 9.64 47.77 7.46 
80 17.41 2.13 54.97 63.28 13.14 61.79 11.04 

CO-PA-
PU 

bandage 

2 

20 1.39 0.19 3.75 3.37 -11.33 3.31 -13.13 
40 3.54 0.13 9.33 8.58 -8.76 8.44 -10.52 
60 5.19 0.21 13.28 12.58 -5.59 12.38 -7.30 
80 8.54 0.49 21.65 20.69 -4.62 20.37 -6.31 

100 10.56 1.11 26.94 25.59 -5.28 25.18 -6.98 
120 13.61 1.90 33.15 32.98 -0.51 32.46 -2.14 

3 

20 1.42 0.18 5.71 5.16 -10.63 5.04 -13.29 
40 3.61 0.15 14.41 13.12 -9.82 12.81 -12.47 
60 5.29 0.19 20.63 19.23 -7.29 18.78 -9.88 
80 8.71 0.53 32.89 31.66 -3.89 30.91 -6.39 

100 10.83 1.24 38.37 39.37 2.53 38.44 0.18 
120 14.11 2.38 45.94 51.29 10.43 50.08 8.27 
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Table 5.10. Statistical analysis of measured pressure at mid-calf position 

 
N=26 

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Measured pressure, Picopress (Mid-calf position)  R= 
.92422059  R2 = .85418370 Adjusted  R2 = .83429966  F(3,22)=42.958 
p-value = 0.00000000228151764  Std. Error of estimate: 5.8675 

b* 
 

Std. Error 
of b* 

 

b 
 

Std. Error 
of b 

 

t(22) 
 

p-value 
 

Intercept 
 

  -11.8498 6.884002 -1.72136 0.099220 
Bandage 
Type 

 

-0.323736 0.086614 -9.1788 2.455738 -3.73768 0.001141 

No of layers 
 

0.294456 0.081413 8.3238 2.301418 3.61683 0.001528 
Extension 

 

0.932014 0.086614 0.4510 0.041911 10.76051 0.000000 

 
Figure 5.26. Measured bandage pressure by Picopress vs calculated by Laplace’s and Al-khaburi’s 

equations at ankle position using two layers of cotton bandage 

 
Figure 5.27. Measured bandage pressure by Picopress vs calculated values at ankle position using 

three layers bandaging 
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Figure 5.28. Measured bandage pressure by Picopress vs calculated values at mid-calf position using 

two layers bandaging 

 
Figure 5.29. Measured bandage pressure by Picopress vs calculated values at mid-calf position using 

three layers bandaging 

 Effect of cyclic loading-unloading on bandage tension and durability 

Two types of WCBs (100% Cotton short-stretch and CO-PA-PU long-stretch) were 

selected to investigate the relation between cyclic loading and the applied bandage tension at 

60% and 120% extension. Elongation by 3 cm results in extension by 60% and dwell time for 

2 seconds, then unloading 1 cm reduces extension to be 40% and dwell time for 2 seconds, then 

repeating whole cycle for 5 or 6 repeats then relaxation. Cyclic loading-unloading could 
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is limited compared to the bandage application time. The uniaxial load of Cotton short-stretch 

WCB decreased by 11.82% after 6 cycles of loading-unloading, whereas CO-PA-PU long-

stretch WCB lost only 4.81% of its applied load at 60% extension. Moreover CO-PA-PU lost 

18.11% at 120% extension, see Figure 5.30. So that it is essential to include and compensate 

these reductions of bandage tension during its selection and application. 

 

Figure 5.30. Effect of cyclic loading on bandage applied tension 

 Stress-relaxation test for long and short-stretch WCBs 

Figures 5.31 & 5.32 illustrates that CO-PA-PU LSB recovered approximately 99% of 

its original length after stress-relaxation; this elastic recovery gives beneficial options through 

the optimum elasticity when applying the LSB. While Cotton SSB recovered only 93% of its 

gauge length after 5 days of cyclic load-relaxation. Even when this bandage was wrapped on 

human leg for five days (12 hr/day), there is a very little residual deformation after longer 

treatment time. On the contrary when Cotton WCBs used for the same time; there was a 

significant residual deformation, see Figure 5.31. Moreover it lost approximately 28.6% of its 

activity, as confirmed by the cyclic loading-unloading tests, see Figure 5.32. 
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Bandage test results CO-PA-PU LSB Bleached Cotton SSB 

Original gauge length 5 cm 

  

After 5 days of cyclic            
load-relaxation 

  

Figure 5.31. Effect of stress-relaxation on elastic recovery of long and short-stretch woven bandages 

 

Figure 5.32. Effect of cyclic loading on applied load by long and short-stretch woven bandages 

 Verification of antibacterial activity of cotton WCB treated with Zinc 

Oxide NPs 

The treated samples with three concentrations: 1%, 2%, and 3% ZnO Nanoparticles in 

powder form with 15 g/L binder showed a positive results of antibacterial activity for both 

gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria strains as listed in Table 5.11. 

Halo zones did not appear in any of the tested samples as listed in Table 5.12. In samples 

1-2, 1-3 and 2-3, 100% inhibition was found under the sample in both tested bacterial strains, 

i.e. the treatment did not allow the growth of bacteria under the WCB sample. This 

enhancement is very positive for the bandages’ applications. 
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Table 5.11: The antibacterial activity of cotton WCB according to AATCC 147-2012 

Sample number Escherichia coli 
inhibition zone size - mm / 
% inhibition below sample 

Staphylococcus aureus 
inhibition zone size - mm / 
% inhibition below sample 

Standard 1 0 mm, 0% 0 mm, 0% 

[ 1-1 ] 0 mm, 0% 0 mm, 0% 

[ 1-2 ] 0 mm, 100% 0 mm, 100% 

[ 1-3 ] 0 mm, 100% 0 mm, 100% 

Standard 2 0 mm, 0% 0 mm, 0% 

[ 2-1 ] 0 mm, 0% 0 mm, 0% 

[ 2-2 ] 0 mm, 0% 0 mm, 0% 

[ 2-3 ] 0 mm, 100% 0 mm, 100% 

The quantitative method showed 95% inhibition in all tested WCB samples on both 

tested bacterial strains, which is 95% compared to the standard. Moreover the higher 

concentrations of ZnO Nanoparticles did not increase the antibacterial activity. 

Table 5.12: The antibacterial activity of cotton WCB according to AATCC 100-2019 

Sample number Escherichia coli 
% inhibition 

Staphylococcus aureus 
% inhibition 

Standard 1 --- --- 

[ 1-1 ] 95% 95% 

[ 1-2 ] 95% 95% 

[ 1-3 ] 95% 95% 

Standard 2 --- --- 

[ 2-1 ] 95% 95% 

[ 2-2 ] 95% 95% 

[ 2-3 ] 95% 95% 

 Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray of the 

bandage samples 

The SEM of the un-treated and treated cotton WCB samples are displayed in Figures 

5.33 and 5.34 to 5.36 respectively. The zinc oxide nanoparticles’ size and its distribution are 

investigated for the treated bandage samples and the EDX mapping confirmed the percent of 

ZnO nanoparticles’ in the total composition of bandage samples as illustrated in Figures 5.37 

to 5.40. 
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Figure 5.33. SEM of the un-treated cotton woven bandage 

   

Figure 5.34. SEM of the treated cotton WCB with 1% zinc oxide nanoparticles 

   

Figure 5.35. SEM of the treated cotton WCB with 2% zinc oxide nanoparticles 
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Figure 5.36. SEM of the treated cotton WCB with 3% zinc oxide nanoparticles 

  

Figure 5.37. Energy dispersive X-ray map of the un-treated cotton WCB 

  

Figure 5.38. EDX map of the treated cotton WCB with 1% zinc oxide nanoparticles 
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Figure 5.39. EDX map of the treated cotton WCB with 2% zinc oxide nanoparticles 

  

Figure 5.40. EDX map of the treated cotton WCB with 3% zinc oxide nanoparticles 

 Factors affecting the thermal properties testing 

The measurement of clothing insulation with thermal manikin is a dynamically balance 

adjustment process. It means that continuous adjustment of heat flux makes the manikin skin 

temperature approach a constant temperature gradually under the heat diffusion. The final state 

is that the manikin skin temperature is steady in a narrow range and very close to the constant 

temperature [107]. At the same time, the central temperature of the thermal manikin is getting 

closer to the set skin temperature. With all such essential conditions achieved, the system gets 

into the balance stage. After a while, we can calculate testing results according to all the balance 

parameters and print them out, see Figure 5.41 [107]. 
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Figure 5.41. The skin temperature adjusting and control process of X parts of thermal manikin [107] 

Most of the researches on the thermal comfort properties performed either on knitted 

fabrics or nonwoven [126-130]. Many researchers have studied the effect of raw materials and 

knitted fabric construction parameters on the comfort behaviour of fabrics. Investigations 

revealed that the type of fibres, fibre blends, yarn structure and its fineness, fabric structure, 

and different process parameters affect various comfort properties such as air permeability, 

moisture management, thermal conductivity, and thermal absorptivity [131-135]. So that, it is 

necessary to test and analyse the thermal comfort properties of WCBs, dealing with different 

yarns material, fabric structures, thickness, porosity, weight per unit area, and number of 

bandage layers as a function of the applied compression during testing on thermal foot manikin, 

PERMETEST, and ALAMBETA testing devices. 

 Effect of bandage extension and number of layers on thermal resistance 

For comparison, all bandage types were wrapped on TFM one by one at the same 

extension levels (10 to 80%) using both two and three layers bandaging. Figures 5.42 & 5.43 

illustrate that Rct values are significantly decreasing when bandage extension increasing from 

10 to 40 % due to the decrease of total thickness of layers. Then Rct slightly increases by 

increasing extension from 40 to 60% that may be due to the higher porosity of bandages (0.364, 

0.306, 0.471, and 0,325 for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, VI-PA, and VI-PU bandages respectively). 

After that Rct values are decreasing for all samples, especially at 80% extension. The most 

significant factors for this decrease are the lower bandage thickness and higher compression 

values. Moreover it is illustrated that Cotton bandage has the lowest Rct values due to yarns 

material and structure. This may be due to higher moister regain of Cotton (8.5%) and Viscose 
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(11 - 12%) compared to Polyamide (4 - 4.5%) and Polyurethane (0.3 - 1.2%), which decreases 

the thermal resistance of Cotton and Viscose bandages [136-138]. 

As there are many factors can affect the thermal resistance measurements, it was 

necessary to measure Rct0 before each measurement using clothed TFM. There is Rct0 for each 

Rct measurement to get the precise Rct values of CB and simultaneously to monitor deviations 

of Rct0 values. The actual values of Rct can be calculated directly by the device software 

inserting the measured Rct0 as a reference value. Moreover the obtained Rct values could enable 

for accurate comparison between different bandage samples as illustrated by equation (5.14). 

                                 𝑹𝑹𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄(𝑭𝑭) = 𝑹𝑹𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄(𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂) −  𝑹𝑹𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄                                                                (5.14) 

Where: Rct(F) is the net thermal resistance of the bandage sample (two or three layers), 

Rct(all) is the total thermal resistance of the (bandage sample + one layer of mercerized socks as 

clothed TFM), Rct0 is the initial thermal resistance of the clothed TFM covered with mercerized 

socks only. 

 
Figure 5.42. Effect of bandage extension on thermal resistance of two layers CB 
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Figure 5.43. Effect of bandage extension on thermal resistance of three layers CB 

 Relationship between applied tension and thermal resistance 

While increasing the applied bandage tension from 0.5 to 4N, the thermal resistance is 

decreasing. These results declare the effect of increasing the bandage compression and 

decreasing fabric thickness at higher values of extension. Moreover the bandage porosity is 

increasing based on the increase of bandage tension. So that Rct is slightly increasing from 4 to 

6N then Rct is decreasing at higher tension 10N, as shown in Figure 5.44. The same behaviour 

for three layers, but the additional effect of third layer is lower than the first and second layers. 

This is attributed to the fact that the thermal resistance of the multilayer fabrics decreases under 

higher load values or due to the compression between layers.  

 
Figure 5.44. Effect of applied tension on thermal resistance of two layers WCB 
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 Effect of total thickness of bandage layers on thermal resistance 

While the bandages are wrapped on TFM at extension level ranges 10 to 80% using 

both 50% and 66% overlap. The total thickness of bandage layers at 10% extension is 2.04, 

2.15, 1.53, and 2.07 mm. These values are decreasing at 80% to be 1.04, 1.11, 0.76, and 1.08 

mm for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, VI-PA, and VI-PU bandages respectively. So that thermal 

resistance is decreasing by the decrease of total bandage thickness for both two and three layers 

bandaging, as shown in Figures 5.45 & 5.46 respectively. The reduction percent of Rct results 

due to extension 10 to 80 % are 48.09, 26.63, 26.73, and 36.66% for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, VI-

PA, and VI-PU bandages respectively using two layers while the reduction effect was lower 

for three layers as 29.37, 25.77, 18.52, and 24.08% respectively.   

 
Figure 5.45. Effect of total thickness of layers on thermal resistance of two layers WCBs, on 

ALAMBETA and thermal foot manikin testing devices 
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Figure 5.46. Effect of total thickness of layers on thermal resistance of three layers WCBs, on 

ALAMBETA and thermal foot manikin testing devices 

 Effect of bandage extension on thermal conductivity and resistance 

ALAMBETA testing device was used to test thermal conductivity and resistance for all 

bandage samples at initial porosity (0% extension) and (20 – 100% extension) using two layers 

during testing. Figure 5.47 concludes the thermal conductivity values for Cotton, CO-PA-PU, 

VI-PA, and VI-PU bandages as 0.0624, 0.0627, 0.0379, and 0.0595 [W/(m.K)] at 0% extension 

whereas the conductivity decreases at 100% to 0.0489, 0.0506, 0.0336, and 0.0434 

respectively. This reduction may be due to the decrease in bandage thickness and higher 

porosity values when increasing bandage extension to 100%.  

 
Figure 5.47. Effect of bandage extension on thermal conductivity coefficient, two layers 
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As for the thermal resistance, Figure 5.48 illustrates that Rct is proportionally increasing 

with bandage extension. The Rct values at 0% extension are 0.0302, 0.0366, and 0.0335 

(K.m2/W) whereas at 100% extension Rct increases to 0.0309, 0.0382, and 0.035 for Cotton, 

CO-PA-PU and VI-PU bandages respectively. Only VI-PA bandage has an opposite trend, this 

may be due to its highest porosity and lowest areal density (gsm). There is a bit deviation 

between ALAMBETA and TFM testing results of CBs, because the compression effect is more 

significant when using the TFM model. Moreover ALAMBETA testing is performed on 

planner fabric which is not simulating the real bandage wrapping. So that according to TFM, 

the Rct values are decreasing as the bandage extension increases from 10 to 80% due to the 

significant increase in bandage tension. While using ALAMBETA, the Rct values are slightly 

increasing as the bandage extension increases from 0 to 100% due to the increase in total 

bandage porosity which increases the trapped air for each fabric layer. Both TFM and 

ALAMBETA testing results concluded that the 100% Cotton bandage has the lowest Rct and 

the CO-PA-PU bandage has the highest Rct values. These results confirmed that the yarns 

material and structure have significant effects on Rct as well as the bandage tension and 

thickness of layers. 

 
Figure 5.48. Effect of bandage extension on thermal resistance of two layers WCBs, on ALAMBETA 

and thermal foot manikin testing devices 
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Figure 5.49. Effect of bandage extension on thermal resistance of three layers WCBs, on 

ALAMBETA and thermal foot manikin testing devices 

 Thermal resistance models and their applications  

Thermal resistance of the fabrics can be calculated by means of experimental, analytical 

and numerical methods [139], [140]. There are many models to be found within the textile 

engineering and heat transfer fields for the thermal resistance prediction. The preference of 

selection depends on the requisite precision and nature of the solution. Conductive heat transfer 

is the simplest way to illustrate mathematically and is often the key way of heat transfer [141]. 

Numerical solutions deal with materials of irregular shapes and properties, different 

type of heat transfer and boundary conditions etc. Numerical methods also have the capability 

to achieve the maximum precision [142]. There are many commercially available soft wares 

that allow the users to solve their problems through numerical solutions. But these methods are 

inherently more difficult and complicated, and in some conditions, simple methods proven to 

be more accurate for much less effort [143]. Thermal resistance is also predicted by using ANN 

(artificial neural networks) and statistical models. Some researchers have predicted the thermal 

resistance of fabrics with mathematical approaches.  

Schuhmeister suggested a relationship for the thermal conductivity prediction of fabrics 

by assuming one-third of fibres are parallel and two-third are in series with a homogeneous 

distribution in all directions [144]. Afterwards, many researchers used Schuhmeister’s model 

by assuming different ratios of series and parallel components [145-147]. Presently, Mansoor 

et al. have modified Schuhmeister and Militky models by combining the water and fibre filling 
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coefficient for the prediction of thermal resistance of wet socks [148], [149]. 

Das et al. [150] have calculated the heat transfer through the fabric assemblies with the 

electric resistance and Fricke’s law analogy by assuming them as cuboids packed with 

randomly oriented infinite fibres. Wie et al. have suggested a model for fabric thermal 

resistance prediction by assuming that heat is passing through the fabric as a combination of 

fibre & air in series plus the air in parallel [151]. 

Most of studies on Rct of textiles were performed either on knitted fabrics or nonwoven, 

only a few research on woven fabrics [152-156]. So that it was necessary to evaluate and 

distinguish the Rct of WCB, dealing with different yarns’ material, fabric structures, and 

number of bandage layers as a function of the applied extension and packing density during 

testing. Then the experimental results of Rct were validated using the three theoretical models. 

a) Maxwell–Eucken2 (ME-2)’s Model  

Maxwell–Eucken (ME) model, Equation (2), can be used to describe the effective 

thermal conductivity of a two-component material with simple physical structures. In Equation 

(2), λa,  λpolymer, Fa, and Fpolymer  are the thermal conductivities and volume fractions, 

respectively, and subscripts representing the two components of the system. The effective 

thermal conductivity of the two-component material is λfab [157]. An emulsion is a dispersion 

of one liquid in another immiscible liquid. The phase that is present in form of droplets is the 

dispersed phase and the phase in which droplets are suspended is called the continuous phase. 

A number of effective thermal conductivity models require the naming of a continues and a 

dispersed phase. The materials with exterior porosity, individual solid particles are surrounded 

by a gaseous matrix, and hence the gaseous component forms the continuous phase and the 

solid component forms the dispersed phase. For external porosity λa and λpolymer are 

considered as continuous & dispersed phase respectively [158], [159].  

λfab =
λaFa+λ polymer Fpolymer

3λa
2λa+λ polymer

Fa+Fpolymer
3λa

2λa+λ polymer

                 (2) 

Fpolymer and λpolymer is calculated as per Equations (7) and (8). 

b) Schuhmeister’s Model  

Schuhmeister summarized the relationship between the thermal conductivity of a fabric 
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and the fabric structural parameters by following Equation (3); 

λfab  =  0.67 × λs + 0.33 × λp            (3) 

 λs  =
λ polymer×λa 

λpolymer Fa+λa Fpolymer
                    (4) 

λp  =  Fpolymerλ polymer + Faλa                          (5) 

Where λfab is the thermal conductivity of a fabric, λ polymer is the conductivity of fibres, 

λa is the conductivity of air, Fpolymer is the filling coefficient of the solid fibre, Fa is the filling 

coefficient of air in the insulation [160]. 

c) Militky’s Model  

Militky summarized the relationship between the thermal conductivity of a fabric and 

the fabric structural parameters by an empirical Equation (6) and the same steps for calculating 

λs and λp using Equations (4) and (5) respectively [146], [161]; 

   λfab  =  �λs+λp
2

�                          (6) 

 Average Thermal Conductivity & Filling Coefficient Calculations 

By assuming that fabric density is changing with wetting, which causes to change the 

filling coefficient, porosity, and thermal conductivity of the fabrics. On the basis of these 

assumptions following three equations are developed that will be used to find the fabric density, 

filling coefficient and thermal conductivity for different moisture levels. Average thermal 

conductivity for different fibres (within socks) at different moisture levels will be calculated as 

per Equation (7). 

Average Thermal Conductivity �λPolymer� =  �Ffib1.λ fib1+Ffib2.λfib2+Ffib3.λfib3
Ffib1+Ffib2+Ffib3

�              (7) 

Ffib1 = First fibre filling coefficient, Ffib2 = Second fibre filling coefficient ,     

Ffib3 = Third fibre filling coefficient, λfib1 = First fibre thermal conductivity, 

λfib2 = Second fibre thermal conductivity ,   Ffib3 = Third fibre thermal conductivity 

Filling coefficients for fibre and air are calculated as listed in Table 5.13 according to 

the following steps; 
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Table 5.13. Calculation of fibre filling coefficients 

Measurement 𝐅𝐅𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟 = 𝐅𝐅𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅 𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟 𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐅𝐅𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐜𝐜𝐟𝐟𝐅𝐅𝐟𝐟𝐜𝐜 

Content [%] 

Weight [g] 

Area [m²] 

Areal Density [g.m-1] 

Volumetric Density Fabric Areal Density
Fabric Thickness 

  [Kg.m-3] 

Filling coefficient 
Volumetric Density

Fibre Density  

Air filling coefficient (Fa) is calculated as per below Equation (8); 

Air filling coefficient (Fa) = 1 − Ffib                          (8) 

The output of Equations (7) & (8) are used as input for all above models. Thermal 

conductivity of water and air are taken as 0.6 and 0.026 (W.m-1.K-1) while density of water is 

1000 (Kg/m³). The values of the different input parameters are used in this study are listed 

below in Table 5.14 [162]. 

Table 5.14. Properties of different fibres  

Fibre Name Density (Kg/m³) Thermal Conductivity [W/(m.K)] 

Cotton 1540 0.05 

Viscose 1530 0.05 

Polyester 1360 0.04 

Nylon 66 1140 0.03 
Polypropylene 900 0.02 

Wool 1310 0.05 

Acrylic 1150 0.03 

 

 Validation of the experimental Rct results on TFM and ALAMBETA 

with three theoretical models 

The experimental results of Rct matches with the three mathematical models that the 

increase in total fabric (WCB layers) thickness is associated with an enhancement in the Rct 

values, as displayed in Figure 5.50. The ALABETA enables fast measurement of both steady-

state and transient-state thermal properties, as shown in Figure 5.51. This diagram clearly 

demonstrated the maximum qmax, dynamic (transient) qdyn and steady state qsteady heat flow 

[163]. Moreover there are significant similarities between the ALAMBETA results and both 
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Schuhmeister and Militky models, approximately 92 and 93% respectively, see Figure 5.52. 

Whereas the correspondence values for the TFM are approximately 82 and 83% respectively, 

as shown in Figure 5.53. This might be because the ALABETA testing is corresponded well to 

the use of socks inside a shoe (boundary conditions of first order).  

The transient heat flow has been shown by equation (10), whereas the steady state heat 

flow has been shown by equation (11). 

                                  𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑏𝑏.  (𝑇𝑇1− 𝑇𝑇2)
√𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

                                                                (10) 

                                  𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇1− 𝑇𝑇2
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

                                                                  (11) 

Where b is the thermal absorptivity [W s0.5 mˉ² K-1], the temperature difference between 

the two convection surfaces (∆𝑇𝑇 =  𝑇𝑇1 −  𝑇𝑇2), and 𝜏𝜏 is the tortuosity [–] [164]. 

 
Figure 5.50. Experimental thermal resistance results for bandages by thermal foot manikin and ALAMBETA 

versus theoretical calculations by Maxwell-Eucken2, Schuhmeister and Militky models 
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Figure 5.51. Time dependence heat flow after contact [163] 

 

 

Figure 5.52. Experimental thermal resistance for bandages by ALAMBETA versus theoretical calculations by 

Maxwell-Eucken2, Schuhmeister and Militky models 
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Figure 5.53. Experimental thermal resistance for bandages by thermal foot manikin versus theoretical 

calculations by Maxwell-Eucken2, Schuhmeister and Militky models 

 Effect of bandage extension on water vapour resistance  

Water vapour permeability is the ability to transmit vapour out of the body, it can be 

calculated theoretically by equation (7). If the moisture resistance is too high to transmit heat, 

by the transport of mass and at the same time the thermal resistance of the textile layers 

considered by us is high, the stored heat in the body cannot be dissipated and causes an 

uncomfortable sensation [165]. Water vapour resistance was measured for all bandages using 

PERMETEST device at 0% extension, and 10 to 80% extension for two layers bandaging. 

Obtained results confirm that the Ret is decreasing when the bandage extension is increasing to 

20% then it is improving till 60%, then it is significantly decreasing at 80% extension, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.54. However the testing on PERMETEST is fast, easy, and non-

destructive test, but it is not exactly simulating the required testing method of Ret for CBs as 

compared to TFM in which case the compression influence and air layer between each two 

adjacent bandage layers are more significant factors. 
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Figure 5.54. Effect of bandage extension on water vapour resistance 

 Effect of bandage extension on air permeability 

Air permeability test was performed for all bandage samples at initial porosity of 0% 

extension and 10 up to 100% extension using two layers for testing. The obtained results 

confirmed that the air permeability values of all CBs are significantly improves when 

increasing the bandage extension at range 0% to 100%. Figures 5.55 emphasizes that VI-PA 

bandage has the highest air permeability due to higher porosity and lower areal density (83.34 

g/m2) compared to other bandages, as previously illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.55. Effect of bandage extension on air permeability, two layers 
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 Effect of compression bandages on the muscles’ activation 

 Electromyography (EMG) test for Flexor Carpi (FC) muscle 

Figure 5.56 illustrates the FC muscle voltage with and without wearing the VI-PA 

compression bandage during the standardized action (flexion-extension). The average muscle 

voltage with VI-PA WCB was 85.11 whereas without bandage 93.33 µV respectively. This 

concludes that wearing WCB decreases muscle activation by 8.81 %, as listed in Table 5.15.  

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                              Time (s) 

Figure 5.56. Flexor Carpi muscle voltage with and without WCB, (flexion-extension) action, 40 

BPM. 

Figure 5.57 shows the FC muscle voltage with and without wearing the VI-PA WCB 

during the action (squeezing a soft roll), the average EMG measured signal was 90.67 and 

97.44 µV respectively (i.e. wearing WCB enables lower muscle activation by a percent 6.96 

%), as illustrated in Table 5.16. The obtained results in Figures 5.56 & 5.57 confirm that 

wearing WCB enhances the FC Radials muscle performance while performing the standardized 

protocol activities. The frequency of flexion and extension are similar and therefore, the effect 

of WCB focuses on a reduced muscle oscillation and improves muscle function and efficiency. 

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                              Time (s) 

Figure 5.57.  Flexor Carpi muscle voltage with and without VI-PA WCB, (squeezing a soft roll) 

action, 30 BPM. 
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 EMG test of Medial Gastrocnemius (MG) muscle 

Surface EMG signals were obtained from the MG and SO muscles by pre-amplified 

bipolar surface electrodes [166]. Figures 5.58 & 5.59 show MG muscle’s performance with 

and without wearing the CO-PA-PU bandage during the standardized action (flexion-

extension) and using the bleached Cotton bandage for walking action. Wearing WCB enables 

a significant decrease in MG muscle activity during flexion-extension action by 25.56% and 

4.65% while walking, see Tables 5.17 and 5.18 respectively. This decrease may be due to the 

increase in the mean muscle fascicle length and the reduction in the mean muscle thickness and 

mean pennation angle [167]. Researchers have also claimed that the muscle force being exerted 

for a limb's motion and stability may be wasted on muscle flexion-extension, while 

compression garment may prevent muscle vibrations during sports activities which can 

enhance the athletic performance [97]. 

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                              Time (s) 

Figure 5.58.  Medial Gastrocnemius muscle voltage with and without wearing CO-PA-PU bandage 

during (flexion-extension) action, 30 BPM. 

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                              Time (s) 

Figure 5.59.  Medial Gastrocnemius muscle voltage with and without wearing bleached Cotton 

bandage while walking action, 40 BPM. 

 EMG test of Soleus (SO) muscle 

Figures 5.60 & 5.61 show the SO muscle’s behaviour with and without wearing the 

CO-PA-PU and bleached Cotton WCBs during the activities, flexion-extension and walking 
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respectively, at same speed (using metronome beats 20, 30, and 40 beats/min). Wearing WCB 

decreases SO muscle activity during flexion-extension action by a percent 22.68% and 33.86% 

while walking as summarized in Tables 5.17 & 5.16 respectively. These significant reductions 

in SO muscle activation clarify the enhancement of ankle muscle behaviour wearing WCB, 

because SO muscle is the main factor of controlling the walking performance while MG muscle 

is more effective for flexion-extension action. 

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                              Time (s) 
Figure 5.60.  Soleus muscle voltage with and without wearing CO-PA-PU bandage during (flexion-

extension) action, 30 BPM. 

  
                                                             Time (s)                                                            Time (s) 
Figure 5.61. Soleus muscle voltage with and without wearing Cotton bandage while walking action, 

40 BPM. 

 EMG mean voltage for FC, MG, and SO muscles 

Emotion EMG system and Mega-win analysis were used to investigate the relationship 

between three types of WCBs and muscles activation. EMG mean voltage for FC muscle during 

standardized activities (squeezing a soft roll and flexion-extension) are illustrated as shown in 

Table 5.15. Average FC muscle voltages with and without wearing the VI-PA compression 

bandage were 90.67 and 97.44 µV respectively (i.e. wearing WCB decreases muscle activation 

by 6.96% during squeezing a soft roll action). Moreover using WCB decreases muscle voltage 

8.81% during flexion-extension action. 
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Table 5.15. EMG mean voltage of the flexor carpi muscle’s signals 
 

EMG mean voltage for MG and SO muscles using the CO-PA-PU and bleached Cotton 

WCBs during the standardized activities (flexion-extension and walking) at the same speed 

(using metronome beats 20, 30, and 40 beats/min) can be summarized and compared as listed 

below in Tables 5.16 and 5.17. Wearing bleached Cotton WCB while walking was associated 

with a decrease in average MG and SO muscles activation by a percent 10.66 and 18.24% 

respectively, see Table 5.16. Whereas using CO-PA-PU WCB decreases MG and SO muscles 

activation by a percent 4.65 and 33.86% respectively. While wearing CO-PA-PU bandage 

during flexion-extension action decreases MG and SO muscles activation by a percent 25.56 

and 22.68% respectively, see Table 5.17. 

Table 5.16. EMG mean voltage for leg muscles while walking (bleached Cotton bandage) 

Case Metronome beats 
(BPM) 

Medial Gastrocnemius Soleus Muscle 

Mean voltage 
(µV ) 

Standard 
deviation 

Mean voltage 
(µV ) 

Standard 
deviation 

With 
bandage 

20 75.33 2.87 74.00 2.94 
30 76.00 4.32 88.00 3.74 
40 103.00 6.98 117.33 4.99 

Average 84.78 4.59 93.11 3.97 

Without 
bandage 

20 80.33 3.30 96.00 5.35 
30 94.00 4.55 111.33 5.44 
40 110.33 7.04 134.33 7.04 

Average 94.89 4.96 113.89 5.94 
 

 

 

Tested action Metronome beats (BPM) Mean voltage (µV) Average 1 
(µV) Std. (µV) 

Squeezing a soft 
roll action 

With bandage 

20 77 72 76 75.00 2.16 
30 81 85 78 81.33 2.87 
40 110 116 121 115.67 4.50 

Average (Average 1) 90.67 3.17 

Without 
bandage 

20 76 79 72 75.67 2.87 
30 93 97 104 98.00 4.55 
40 125 119 112 118.67 5.31 

Average (Average 1) 97.44 4.24 

Flexion-extension 
action 

With bandage 

20 74 83 78 78.33 3.68 
30 85 80 87 84.00 2.94 
40 93 88 98 93.00 4.08 

Average (Average 1) 85.11 3.57 

Without 
bandage 

20 81 85 77 81.00 3.27 
30 90 86 78 84.67 4.99 
40 115 106 122 114.33 6.55 

Average (Average 1) 93.33 4.93 
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Table 5.17. EMG mean voltage for leg muscles using CO-PA-PU WCB 

Activity Case 
Medial Gastrocnemius Soleus Muscle 

Mean voltage  
(µV) 

Standard 
deviation 

Mean voltage 
(µV) 

Standard 
deviation 

Flexion – 
extension 

with bandage 22.33 2.49 25.00 2.94 

without 30.00 3.74 32.33 4.92 
Reduction % 25.56 33.33 22.68 40.18 

While 
walking 

with bandage 82.00 4.55 83.33 4.11 
without 86.00 5.35 126.00 6.98 

Reduction % 4.65 15.09 33.86 41.09 

 Data analysis using Matlab software 

The RMS value for each muscle’s activation is calculated using Matlab software to 

clarify and compare the differences between different standardized actions for hand and leg 

muscles as shown in Tables 5.18 to 5.21. RMS values of the FC muscle using the Viscose-

Polyamide bandage are illustrated in Table 5.18. Wearing VI-PA bandage was associated with 

lower muscle activation by a percent of 8.42 % for FC muscle during the standardized activity 

(squeezing a soft roll) and 14.82% during (flexion-extension action). 

Table 5.18. RMS values for Flexor Carpi muscle signals 

 

Table 5.19. ANOVA for Tables 5.15 & 5.18 (Flexor carpi muscle signals) 

Standardized Action Dependent Variable Sig.* (with or without 
bandage) 

Sig.* (Metronome 
beats) 

Squeezing a soft roll 
Mean voltage 0.048 0.000 
RMS values 0.019 0.000 

Flexion-extension 
Mean voltage 0.045 0.000 
RMS values 0.000 0.000 

* Significance at confidence interval 95 % 

Tested action Metronome beats (BPM) RMS value Average 1 Std. 

Squeezing  
a soft roll 

action 

With bandage 

20 136.98 139.8 133.7 136.83 2.49 
30 161.78 155 165.9 160.89 4.49 
40 185.7 180.43 173.78 179.97 4.88 

Average (Average 1) 159.23 3.95 

Without 
bandage 

20 135.8 132.1 128.8 132.23 2.86 
30 179.7 189.11 198.4 189.07 7.63 
40 210.9 200.4 189.7 200.33 8.65 

Average (Average 1) 173.88 6.38 

Flexion-
extension 

action 

With bandage 

20 123.68 127.86 131.57 127.70 3.22 
30 132.36 125.68 138.87 132.30 5.38 
40 164.72 155.97 173.74 164.81 7.25 

Average (Average 1) 141.61 5.29 

Without 
bandage 

20 152.45 147.7 143.21 147.79 3.77 
30 164.15 155.44 146.87 155.49 7.05 
40 195.46 184.27 206.67 195.47 9.14 

Average (Average 1) 166.25 6.66 
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Table 5.20 concludes the RMS values for the human leg muscles' signals using the 

bleached Cotton bandage while walking. Wearing WCB was associated with a reduction of 

muscle activation as assured by lower RMS values for MG and SO muscles as average value 

of the obtained results at metronome beats 20, 30, and 40 beats/min.  

Wearing CO-PA-PU CB decreases muscle activation -as confirmed by lower RMS 

values- by percentages of 19.86 and 14.36% for MG and SO muscles respectively during 

flexion-extension action, and a percent reduction of RMS values as 5.72 and 22.48 % for MG 

and SO muscles while walking action. The enhancement of muscles’ performance wearing 

WCB may be due to a small increase in intramuscular pressure and in conjunction with the 

proposed reduction in muscle vibration [168]. 

Table 5.20. RMS values for MG and SO muscles’ signals while walking (Cotton bandage) 

Case Metronome 
beats (BPM) 

Medial Gastrocnemius Soleus Muscle 

RMS value Standard 
deviation RMS value Standard 

deviation 

With 
bandage 

20 137.68 6.09 151.66 4.83 
30 147.46 6.19 145.98 6.79 
40 183.30 7.23 191.58 11.09 

Average 156.15 6.50 178.03 6.75 

Without 
bandage 

20 165.56 5.03 165.92 6.98 
30 181.48 9.21 205.65 9.50 
40 191.11 11.13 236.46 8.63 

Average 166.11 7.34 202.68 8.37 
 

Table 5.21. ANOVA for Tables 5.16 & 5.20 (EMG mean voltage for leg muscles while walking) 

Tested muscle Dependent Variable Sig.* (with or without 
bandage) 

Sig.* (Metronome 
beats) 

Medial Gastrocnemius 
Mean voltage 0.011 0.000 
RMS values 0.000 0.000 

Soleus 
Mean voltage 0.000 0.000 

RMS values 0.000 0.000 

* Significance at confidence interval 95 % 
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 Chapter 6: Evaluation of Results and New Findings 

The evaluation of the used plied warp yarns in the market for producing the WCB 

concluded that the warp yarn tenacity should be greater than 15.5 cN/Tex and its extension 

should be at least 12% to produce the highly stretched 100% Cotton WCB. The optimum twist 

of warp yarns was ranged 1800 - 2200 tpm for producing high extension Cotton WCBs. 

Silver NPs coated yarn samples D1 and D2 showed a comparable antibacterial activity 

on both tested bacteria strains (E.C. and S.A.) using both quantitative and qualitative test 

methods. The NPs size and its distribution using SEM and EDX confirmed the antibacterial 

activity of the treated single and plied yarn samples. Moreover the new produced WCB 

structure were treated with Zinc Oxide NPs in powder form in addition to 15 g/L binder and 

had positive results of antibacterial activity for both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria 

strains according to AATCC 147-2012 and AATCC 100-2019. 

Candidate work introduced some modifications on the WCB structure. The bandage 

includes an integrated tension sensor, which causes a change in the spacing of coloured threads 

during its deformation. The solution is sensors in the bandage in the form of a different colour 

pick from the other structure of the bandage. Different colour picks with regular distance 

become visible due to deformation / stress in the bandage. These coloured weft threads are 

giving blue marks (rectangles of 2x1 cm2 could be changed to squares of 2x2 cm2 at 100% 

extension). Then presented a new method to predict the bandage tension as a function of 

bandage porosity; that enables the patient to use the bandage himself more easily and accurate. 

Long-stretch CO-PA-PU required 110% extension while short-stretch cotton WCB required 

only 60% extension to achieve the required mean bandage tension 10N; these values are 

achieving the required bandage pressure (4000 Pa or 30 mmHg) according to Laplace's law 

equation.  

Picopress results confirmed that 100% Cotton bandages achieved the highest 

compression ranges (18-33, 27-43, and 36-61 mmHg) for ankle position and (8-16, 18-27, and 

35-51 mmHg) for mid-calf position. Cotton SSB can be applied for severe leg ulcers and 

oedema cases that need high pressure ranges 50 to 70 mmHg depending on bandage extension 

and number of layers.  

The experimental compression results were compared with theoretical pressure 

calculated by Laplace’s equation. There is a significant deviation when applying Laplace’s 
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equation for two and three layers bandaging ranging ±0.68 to ±15.64% whereas Jawad Al 

Khaburi developed that equation to include the thickness and limb circumference due to 

multilayer bandaging; this modified equation decreased the deviation ranges to be ±0.07 to 

±12.55% at ankle position. 

CO-PA-PU and 100% Cotton WCBs were selected to compare between long and short-

stretch WCBs in resting and working actions. The SSB enabled higher working pressure on the 

ankle and calf muscles due to the interaction between lower leg and WCB during walking 

action or any activity. On the contrary LSB had a higher resting pressure because of the elastane 

filaments, as a result the patient should wear-off the LSB every day before sleep. Cyclic 

loading-unloading test confirmed that short-stretch WCB lost approximately 28.6% of its 

activity whereas LSB lost only 10.05% after 5 days of application. 

Four types of WCBs were used for evaluating the Rct and Ret on the TFM, 

ALAMBETA, and PERMETEST devices respectively using two and three layers bandaging 

techniques. According to TFM, Rct values significantly decreased when the bandage extension 

increased from 10 to 40 % due to the decrease of fabric thickness, then Rct slightly increased 

from 40 to 60% extension that might be caused by the higher porosity of WCBs (0.364, 0.306, 

0.471, and 0,325 for 100% Cotton, CO-PA-PU, VI-PA, and VI-PU WCBs respectively). After 

that Rct values decreased, especially at 80% extension due to the lower bandage thickness and 

higher applied tension. The PERMETEST results concluded that the Ret values decreased the 

extension increased to 20% then it was slightly increasing at 20 to 60%, after that decreased, 

especially at 80% extension due to the lower total bandage thickness and the little amount of 

trapped air between fabric layers. 

The experimental results of Rct by TFM and ALAMBETA were validated using 

Maxwell-Eucken2, Schuhmeister and Militky models. There were strong correlation between 

the Schuhmeister and Militky models with the ALAMBETA results. Obtained results of Rct 

confirmed that clothed TFM was more accurate for measuring Rct0 and corresponding values 

of Rct that might be due to the steady state condition and less effect of air convection. There 

were significant deviations between experimental results by the ALAMBETA and TFM 

because the high levels of applied tension during the bandage application were more effective 

on the TFM results. 

The application of VI-PA WCB on hand muscles reduced the average FC muscle 

activation by a percent 7.17 and 8.92% during the standardized actions (squeezing a soft roll 
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and flexion-extension) respectively. Wearing bleached Cotton WCB enabled lower muscle 

activation and higher median frequency for MG and SO muscles by a percent of 4.65 and 

34.13% during walking action. Using CO-PA-PU CB was associated with significantly 

reduction of MG and SO muscles activation by 26.67 and 21.88% during flexion-extension 

action. The obtained RMS values using Matlab software confirmed that wearing WCB 

improved the performance of FC, MG, and SO muscles and could enhance muscles' fatigue. 
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